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The book "Psychotronic Golgotha" is a warning to the millions of people who are being secretly turned into remote slaves to create an elite-controlled society. For over thirty years the intelligence services have been armed with a secret technologically new weapon of the radiant type. It is a monstrous weapon of mass suppression, enslavement and destruction. Along with publicly known information this book contains previously unpublished confidential and secret materials.

Members of the Moscow branch of the Information Center for Human Rights are grateful Andrey Vladimirovich BABUSHKIN, chairman of the Committee for Civil Rights and rector of the Human Rights Institute,

who made it possible to publish his book "Psychotron Calvary"

At present it is not possible to publish the entire book due to lack of funds. Reprinting is possible on condition that reference is made to the publication and its author. The book was published on equipment provided by UNDP (United Nations Development Program) and the Canadian Embassy, publishing house "Sam Sebe Yourself Advokat", Moscow, 1999.

1. FROM THE AUTHOR

Nikolai Anisimov hvp.org.ru 1999
This book is an abridged version of my basic, unpublished book Psychotronic Golgotha. The book
is written in simple and accessible language, designed for a wide range of readers. Along with the well-known information the book contains confidential information about the secret psychotronic warfare.

In writing the book I used various sources of information. These are scientific and special literature, military publications and reference books, articles in the mass media, interviews with experts, classified information and my own experience as a victim of psychotronic weapons. The abridged variant of the book includes only a small part of all available information. However, it also informs readers about the monstrous atrocity committed against the peoples of the former USSR. I am sure that there are many victims among the readers who have experienced the whole horror of the psychotronic terror themselves and their families.

The book "Psychotron Calvary" consists of five parts. In the first part I introduce readers to the technology of psychotronic treatment of the population and exotic types of modern weapons. A large part is devoted to the participation of domestic psychiatry and special services in the commission of this monstrous crime. I touch briefly on the topic of the creation and functioning of the human rights movement. A law should be introduced into the Constitution and criminal legislation to prohibit the remote psychophysical influence on a person.

The second part of the book is essentially factual material for an international tribunal. It contains documented stories of victims of psychotronic weapons. Chapters of this part of the book "What is psychotronic terror?" and "Psychotronic torture and torture" will not only interest uninitiated readers, but will enable lawyers to correctly qualify the committed crime.

The third part of the book tells of the unequal struggle of the human rights movement against the heinous crime of the century. Considering this topic to be relevant, I have included a significant number of documents in this part. The fourth part contains some of the most revealing examples proving the existence of non-lethal weapons and their use on the population. The book ends with short stories, interviews, surveys and publications.

MY PURPOSE

By offering readers an abridged version of the book "Psychotron Calvary" I aimed to draw public attention to the monstrous crime that threatens life on Earth. Readers should regard the information in the book not as fiction or phantasmagoria, but as real danger. It concerns the life and health of the individual as well as the entire population. What is happening to us today is the most monstrous tragedy of our long-suffering country.

The idea of creating such an unusual book could not arise by itself. The author must have had a reason. In my case, one of the main reasons was the fact that I myself have been a victim of psychotronic influence for twelve years.

By including my story in the chapter "From the author" I wanted to use my own example to show readers the involvement of the special services in the crime of the century, as well as to restore true information about myself. The fact is that over the years the zombified, censored, and KGB-cooperating media outlets have published my story in a distorted form, removing political
motivations and the involvement of the special services. Distorted information was reprinted and distributed in huge numbers across Russia, the former Soviet Union and abroad.

In 1996 and 1997 special services published two articles about me in a national newspaper with the purpose to discredit me as a leader of a human rights organization. Not a single fact was mentioned in those articles. Everything was present in them: open slander, cynical insults and humiliation and accusations of committing a criminal offense. Undoubtedly, in a normal country, the author of such rabid articles, together with the editor, should be imprisoned for distributing slander in print.

ABOUT ME

I was born in 1945 in Irkutsk. After my birth my parents moved to Novosibirsk, where my father, a military engineer, was appointed head of the technical department in one of the military departments of the SIBVO headquarters, and my mother took a job in one of the Novosibirsk Research Institute as a scientific secretary. My elder brother was seriously engaged in sports. Practically all my childhood passed among scientific books, military reference books, dissertations, military ranges, soldiers' barracks and gyms. From my parents I received a good and varied education, and my brother instilled in me a lifelong love of sports. Not being born a slave, I had a very hard time fitting in with the reality around me.

My parents were not communists, there were repressed people in their families. My father did not accept the communist ideology at all, he condemned the communist regime, although he never talked about it openly. Being perfectly aware of history and having an excellent knowledge of politics, he sometimes took out banned books and let me read them, at the same time explaining to me how to survive under the conditions of the communist dictatorship. But my father's advice didn't always sink in in my childhood mind.

In fourth grade I was expelled from school for refusing to wear a pioneer tie and for making unflattering remarks about the leader of the world proletariat and his party. At that time my father had great difficulty in getting me reinstated and avoiding serious trouble at school. Since then I have never voted, nor have I been a member of the Komsomol or the Communist Party. There were events in my life that significantly influenced the formation of my worldview.

At the end of the 60s I began to engage in anti-communist and human rights activities. These activities consisted of anti-communist propaganda, official rejections of communist elections, distributing international documents on human rights among the population, exposing Soviet scientific and punitive medicine. I passed on some documents concerning the cooperation of Soviet medicine with the Ministry of Defense, the KGB, and the Interior Ministry to foreign nationals whenever possible.

SILENT REPRESSION

I believe that it was 20-25 years ago that I fell under the unspoken supervision of the KGB. Subsequently, during my arrest, detention and reprisal, KGB officers confirmed my assumption. The official surveillance was established in 1985. The Chekists began their terrorist activities in 1986 with an assassination attempt on me in Zelenograd. Then I was repressed by the KGB and
Interior Ministry. Repression was carried out by Major Lebedev (ZelenogradLubyanka) and Deputy Head of the Department of Internal Affairs of Zelenograd.

In 1987 the KGB system began to use psychotronic weapons against me according to the following programs: remote control of the brain, control of emotions and functioning of internal organs, conducting special medical-biological, pharmacological and psychotronic experiments. The main direction of which was to work out a system of human survival in artificially created stressful and extreme situations with subsequent slow and gradual destruction of people as waste material.

In 1989, after receiving the latest responses from the Moscow prosecutor's office concerning the criminal offenses committed against me earlier, the KGB system started using psychotronic weapons against me again. In 1990 I officially renounced my Soviet citizenship. On the second day after I submitted my documents to the OVIR, the KGB, together with the Interior Ministry, tried to fabricate a criminal case against me, accusing me of committing a nonexistent crime. In the same year the KGB system desecrated the graves of my relatives and then deprived me of even a low-paying job, leaving me practically without means of subsistence, completely blocked my mail and phone.

As a result of prolonged treatment with psychotronic weapons I acquired more than 25 chronic diseases, running in acute inflammatory form not amenable to any treatment. I was infected with several serious diseases, psychotropic drugs were administered instead of painkillers. As a result of prolonged irradiation of different parts of my brain I lost my vision significantly, there was a deformation of my frontal bone and atrophy of the cerebellar worm in the back of my head, my height reduced by 7 cm in a very short time, etc.

All artificially created changes in the body are produced by purposeful manipulation according to the scheme: positive - negative, negative - positive and testifies to the fact that psychotronic processing is performed on a subtle genetic level. Molar teeth that fell out, nails that periodically came off, first and second-degree radiation burns on my body, hair that began to fall out, eye pigmentation changes, changes in the structure of skeleton bones, muscles and organs located on my face testify to the fact that irreversible changes, inevitably leading to death, are taking place in my organism due to purposeful irradiation.

Somatic destruction is periodically combined with purposeful information torture on the principle of associative and neurolinguistic psychoprogramming known to specialists with the use of Supercomputer. All the above-mentioned facts are confirmed by special expertise, legal and medical documents, witness testimonies and material evidence.

During the years of terror, which is twelve years of human life, the KGB system committed twelve unpunished criminal offenses against me, many provocations, searches and discrediting. By purposefully destroying my relative and comrades who knew a lot with psychotronic weapons, the Chekists passed their deaths off as natural, faking various internal diseases. My mother was turned into a blind and deaf invalid, bedridden. My daughter gave birth to an unusual child with signs of mutation.

I systematically sent personal and collective statements, human rights documents and factual
material to practically all legal instances of the country. In 1990 according to postal documents they had reached the President of USSR M. Gorbachev. In 1991, in Novosibirsk, I personally handed over a large package of human rights documents, the press and my personal appeal to Russian President Boris Yeltsin. In all cases presidents and officials got away with absurd replies or persistent silence.

In my story one can clearly trace the KGB’s involvement in committing crimes. The Chekists, confident of their total impunity, continue their atrocities. They include more and more elements of the so-called "poltergeist" in their programs. This serves as an ideal cover for the use of psychotronic and other types of modern exotic weapons against the population.

**PROTECTION COMMITTEE**

In the summer of 1987 I was the first to come out with an anti-psychotronic poster in the central square of Novosibirsk. The poster said that the CPSU and the KGB were waging a secret undeclared bioenergetic war against their own people. At the time, psychotronic weapons were called bioenergetic by experts. The punitive bodies were doing everything possible to remove me from the square. They managed to do it only by using psychotronic weapons against me.

KGB and Interior Ministry warned me that if I did it again they would put me in a psychiatric hospital or put me in jail. Ignoring the threats and the horrific psychotronic terror, I continued to take to the streets and distribute leaflets. Not even two weeks after the first action as dozens of people exposed to psychotron terror began to come to my house.

On September 10, 1987 in Novosibirsk the Committee for the Protection of the Population from the Bioenergetic Terror was founded. The Committee began its activities by publishing the samizdat magazine "Golgotha". This was the first human rights organization in the Soviet Union to expose the monstrous crime of the century. Golgotha was the first journal to cover this subject. A little later in Moscow and then in St. Petersburg identical organizations were created.

Two months after the creation of the Novosibirsk organization, the system carried out its threats. I was forcibly placed in the local asylum. There Mengeli in white coats conducted criminal medical-biological and psychotronic experiments on me.

In 1988 our organization was renamed the Committee for the Protection of the Population from Bioelectronic Terror. At the end of that year a new terminology appeared in the special literature and renamed again. In 1989 our Committee was renamed the Anti-Psychotronic Human Rights Center "ZOMBI".

**SORATES**

In 1988, after my brief conversion to the West, I was temporarily left alone. I joined the first political opposition party Democratic Union and became active in political and human rights activities.

The KGB assigned its agent A. Chuiko, who was code-named "Ethan" in KGB documents, to carry
out secret surveillance on me. His task was to steal from me various anti-government documents, DS programs and proclamations, preferably as many as possible written in my hand and with my signature, to discredit among political parties and young scientists of Novosibirsk Akademgorodok in order to prevent the disclosure of the psychotronic warfare in the USSR. The same discrediting and with the same purposes Lubyanka, using its agents, carries out here in Moscow.

After his refusal to cooperate with the KGB, A. Chuiko made an official statement according to which the leadership of the Novosibirsk region KGB, represented by its chief general Frolov, KGB officers: Troyan, Denisov and Firsenko planned to destroy four political figures of Novosibirsk. Third on the list he names my name. Destruction was supposed to be carried out by a psychotronic weapon, a method of destruction of the intellect and body.

At present the chairman of Novosibirsk branch of the Conservative party of Russia V. Orekhov is completely localized, and I am on the verge of destruction. The other condemned were saved from reprisals by a timely warning. Revelations of A.Chuiko were published in the newspaper "Moskovsky Komsomolets" for September 26, 1993 in the article "Thousand days of zombies". In confirmation of this information, the Moscow office of the Information Center for Human Rights has Chuiko's statement and a tape recording.

Novosibirsk branches of the Democratic Union and the Conservative Party of Russia were smashed to smithereens with psychotronic weapons before my eyes. Victims of psychotronic weapons appeared among the members of these political organizations. Under the influence of psychotronic weapons many Novosibirsk democratic and human rights publications ceased to exist.

In 1991, a Novosibirsk organization created the first self-published newspaper in the USSR, "KGB Secrets", which exposed the criminal activities of the KGB and CPSU, using psychotronic weapons against the population. The terrorists took revenge for every line they wrote and every newspaper they sold. Already at that time I assumed that the KGB would not allow the newspaper to be published. Indeed, after putting out a few issues, the publisher (the paper was being published with his money) was reprogrammed to accuse the CIA and to defend the KGB and CPSU. Naturally, after this metamorphosis, our roads diverged.

In 1991, at the international seminar "Human Rights Guarantee Mechanisms" of the CSCE Human Dimension Implementation Meeting in Moscow, it was decided to found a public organization forbidding the use of psychotronic and other identical weapons against the population. That same year, the Novosibirsk organization joined the Human Rights Union, a Moscow-based human rights organization. However, due to the monstrous psychotron terror and counteraction of the special services, the above organizations did not function properly.

**INVITATION TO MOSCOW**

In 1993 the President of the Information Center for Human Rights, a member of the Public Chamber under the President of the Russian Federation, advisor to the Constitutional Court of the Russian Federation, professor, Doctor of Law B.L. Nazarov (I knew him since 1990) and Moscow human rights activists invited me to Moscow to create a human rights movement concerning the problem of psychotronic genocide.
In 1994 we established the Moscow branch of the Information Center for Human Rights. Its focus: protection of citizens against psychotronic terrorism. I was chosen as its chairman. By agreement with the Ministry of Justice, our public organization received a legal status with broad rights and powers.

We established branches in Novosibirsk, Tomsk, Pskov, Arkhangelsk, Ulyanovsk, Kursk, Yaroslavl, Ufa, Kazan, Tashkent, Kiev, and the USA. The total number of the human rights movement is over four hundred people. Among them are scientists, lawyers, writers, journalists, artists, military personnel, servicemen, workers, and students. The national composition is very diverse: Russians, Belarusians, Ukrainians, Tatars, Bashkirs, Chuvashs, Jews, the peoples of Central Asia, the Caucasus and the Baltic. The human rights movement includes leaders of political parties, public organizations, and religious communities of the Orthodox Church.

In its twelve years of operation, our organization has held more than one hundred protest actions and informational meetings with the public. We have given more than two hundred interviews to the media. Members of our movement have published more than three hundred articles and essays. More than thirty television movies were shown, and more than twenty radio programs were broadcast. Human rights activists took part in more than a hundred conferences, congresses, and seminars. More than three million leaflets were distributed in cities and towns.

The following self-published editions were released: "Golgotha" magazine, "Secret of the KGB" newspaper and a collection is being published. Proposals for deputies of State Duma of the Russian Federation were prepared, containing key positions, contributing to quick passing of the law. Fifteen people, victims of psychotronic repressions, were released from mental hospitals. More than five thousand copies of the "Law on Psychiatric Assistance to the Population and Guarantees of Citizens' Rights in Providing Psychiatric Assistance" were distributed to psych hospitals. One court case was won.

More than two hundred appeals, statements, open letters and protests were sent to high officials in Russia and the former Soviet Union countries. On the initiative of human rights activists in 1992-93 articles prohibiting experiments on people who have not given their consent were included in the Constitutions of the USSR and the Russian Federation. Unfortunately, these articles are ineffective.

**THE ELIMINATION OF THE HUMAN RIGHTS MOVEMENT**

In order to suppress information about the monstrous crime, eliminate the victims and avoid fair retribution, the authorities and special services proceeded to liquidate our organization. Having disrupted the May picket at Lubyanka and eliminated Professor B.L. Nazarov with psychotronic weapons, in 1997 we were deprived of our office and means to function. After the death of Professor B.L. Nazarov, I was deprived of a stable place to live in Moscow and of minimum means for sustenance. My mail and telephones were blocked, my articles and interviews on radio and television were banned. However, such an opportunity is given to those who downplay the scale of the use of psychotronic weapons, who deny the political goals and involvement of government agencies and special services.
Using psychotronic weapons and their agents, the special services began to break up and discredit our human rights movement by creating parallel organizations of zombified individuals and people with obvious mental deviations. They turned a gathering place for victims into a kind of testing ground for special technologies.

A psychiatric hunt was launched for persons who participated in protests or spoke about psychotronic weapons and their use on the population. Using the media, the population is being duped into psychics, poltergeist, the coming of the Antichrist, extraterrestrials and other fairy tale-fantasy devilry.

**HISTORY OF THE BOOK**

I wrote an abridged version of the book "Psychotronic Golgotha" for more than two years under the monstrous psychophysical terror of the KGB system. As a result, my health was significantly damaged. Two criminal offenses were committed against me, my relatives suffered. More than twenty times terrorists disabled my typewriter and once my computer. Remote damage to dictaphones and cameras prevented qualified and quality interviews with specialists and scientists.

Distant exposure of photographic equipment and photocopying equipment did not allow quality production of covers and illustrations. Passport theft made it difficult to enter the Russian State Duma, government agencies and foreign representations to meet with deputies, political party leaders, officials and representatives of foreign countries. Lack of money made it impossible to pay for printing services.

Endless migrating through unfamiliar Moscow apartments, along artificially created psychotronic corridor took time, frustrated preparation of necessary materials, complicated everyday routine and in all cases was associated with certain risks. These and many other artificially created negative circumstances and problems made it impossible to publish the book in a shorter period of time.

During the supposed completion of the typing of the text on the floppy disk, the first publisher suddenly not only refused to continue the work and comply with earlier agreements, but also admitted that he had done nothing for the entire time. He simply led us astray for a year and a half in order to spare his journalist friend, who had written and published in the newspaper one of the first secret services' libels discrediting the human rights movement, from trial.

The second publisher also unexpectedly refused to honor the agreements made earlier, citing defective printing equipment. Subsequently, all attempts to engage book publishers also ended in failure. The KGB-FSB, armed with the devil's weapon, preceded our visits and negotiations with them ended in refusal.

A mass of artificially created circumstances prevented the book from being published in its entirety at this time. I have been forced to break it up into parts: 1.Psychotronic Golgotha, 2.Materials for the International Tribunal, 3.Struggle, 4.Only the facts, 5.Interviews, opinions, publications. However it was not possible to publish them for quite a long time. One of the publishers, a veteran journalist, after holding the material for more than two weeks and giving it his highest rating, offered to co-author it. After receiving a refusal, he immediately stopped contact with me.
A second attempt to have them published quickly by a human rights organization also ended in failure. To the great surprise of the computer specialists, the computer did not scan the typewritten text, and the computer layout produced there had been erased by someone, and the text had been stolen. Everyone involved in the initial typing of the text on the floppy disk was brutally treated with psychotronic weapons, remotely controlled and even incapacitated by the computers. At present I myself am on the verge of annihilation.

Today, psychotronic warfare is already recognized as de facto. The day when it will be recognized de jure is not far off. My book is a warning to the millions of people who are openly or secretly turned into psychotronic slaves to create a society controlled by an elite armed with a monstrous weapon of mass suppression, enslavement and destruction.

I consider exposing and stopping this monstrous crime to be a matter of national concern, so I leave my publications open to any serious information regarding psychotronic or other identical weapons and special means. The final disclosure requires data on the creation and use of psychotechnological weapons, the latest advances in science and technology, the latest weapons, demographic and other statistics. Confidentiality of the source of information guaranteed. Publication of the book requires a publisher and sponsor.

Chairman of the Moscow branch of the Information Center for Human Rights
direction: Protection of citizens from psychotronic terrorism
N.I. Anisimov

### 2. PSYCHOTRONIC WEAPONS

At the dawn of scientific and technological progress dictators and governments of totalitarian states dreamed of transforming the ancient occult sciences and the hidden capabilities of the human psyche into weapons. With their help to make their own population obedient, to enslave other states and become masters of the world. With the creation of such weapons, the military had the perfect weapon of mass enslavement and destruction. The intelligence services got the perfect zombie agent, capable of obtaining and transmitting secret information without a walkie-talkie or a gun.

In the early 20th century, these dreams began to be realized in practice. One of the founders of domestic psychotronic weapons is academician V.Bekhterev. In 1925 V.Bekhterev's group carried out the first experiments on collective indoctrination of emotions at a distance. Mass suggestion was carried out through a radio network. F.Dzerzhinsky's daughter M.Talce and associate professor D.Luntz made a significant contribution to the creation of the devil's weapon. They were developing the combined psychotronic technologies based on interaction of special drugs and technical equipment.

Lubyanka prisoners and patients of psychiatric institutions were used as guinea pigs. With the invention of television came the possibility of mass psychotronic treatment of the population through television receivers. After the defeat of Nazi Germany scientific research in the field of psychotechnology weapons fell into the hands of the Soviet military and Chekists and gave a significant impetus to the creation of domestic psychotronic weapons.
At the end of the 50s the modern domestic psychotronic weapons left the laboratory buildings of closed research institutes and began to arrive to the armament of special services and military. At the same time the "List of Information Prohibited for Publication" was supplemented with a paragraph forbidding the open publication of materials on technical means intended to influence human behavioral functions and on the possibilities for controlling human behavior.

At the end of the 70s the psychotronic weapons began to come off the conveyors of secret factories and were applied to the population on a mass scale. At the end of the 80s, with the appearance of glasnost, the first publications appeared, exposing the customers and manufacturers of psychotronic weapons. At the same time a human rights movement began to be created in the country, waging an unequal struggle against the monstrous crime of the century.

**HUMANE WEAPONS ARE THE PLAGUE OF THE 20TH CENTURY!**

Psychotronic weapons belong to the so-called "non-lethal" weapons. However its invisible components can kill at a distance, simulate or create any chronic disease, make a person a criminal or insane, create air, railroad or automobile disaster, in a few seconds to destroy a capital structure, create or provoke any climatic disasters, control the most complex device or mechanism. To control the behavior of people, any biological object, to change the mindset of the population.

Non-lethal weapons are divided into 4 types. The first type incapacitates armament, military equipment and facilities by changing the molecular structure of materials, reducing their strength, changing the physical and chemical properties, as well as disables any hardware or any mechanism, disrupts the functioning of radioelectronic means.

The second type incapacitates only living force, causing disturbances in the psyche of the enemy, coordination of movement, muscle tone, changes in the functioning of various body systems, including cardiovascular and visual apparatus. Radioson capable of putting large contingents of enemy troops to sleep and coherent optics capable of projecting horrific holographic images into the atmosphere demoralize enemy soldiers.

Holographic images of "death with a scythe" and armadas of "UFOs", artificially created purple-red sunsets and the appearance of the moon during the day, or artificially creating adverse climatic conditions in the areas where military operations are taking place, are designed to psychologically process the enemy and create panic. In overdose these exposures cause organ injuries that are not treatable, mental disorders that are not treatable, deformities and disabilities.

The third type includes psychotronic weapons. The fourth type is based on anti-gravity technology. The principle of the gravitational type of non-lethal weapons is that any object can be artificially deprived of the natural gravity of the Earth and become an obedient toy in the hands of operators, sitting at the control panels of gravitational weapons. Military equipment based on antigravity technology is extremely maneuverable and invulnerable to any modern and exotic weapons.

The first and second types of non-lethal weapons have not been fully declassified, while the third and fourth are still officially considered classified. More than 20 years ago, when the first secret
research on non-lethal weapons began, governments and intelligence agencies took care to ensure that in the event of even minimal declassification, information on such research would be distorted or obscured and would not alert the international public. Such a moment has now arrived.

Military scientists associated with its developments, fulfilling secret directives, are trying to present its types as almost a boon to humanity. Calling their behemoth a non-lethal, bloodless weapon or a humane bomb. In doing so, they try to pass themselves off as honest, infallible citizens, claiming universal respect and honor.

This false and supremely cynical information, with the easy input of some media, in many cases achieves its purpose, is fixed in the minds of uninitiated citizens and serves as a preventive defense for criminals who use this type of weapon on a massive scale on the population. Due to this and a host of other circumstances, today non-lethal weapons are not subject to any of the international conventions that would prohibit the development, stockpiling and use of this type of weapon.

**SCIENTIFIC CANNIBALISM, PSYCHOTRONIC WEAPONS, AND DIABOLICAL TECHNOLOGY**

Numerous closed research institutes (NII) with different directions of work are working on creation and improvement of psychotronic weapons. These are physics, biophysics, biochemistry, psychobiophysics, biocybernetics, radioelectronics, psychotronics, biology, medicine and space. Research institutes have a narrow specialization:

- Development of technical means of remote control and management of human thinking process
- Remote control of human behavior and organism by means of equipment using electromagnetic, magnetic fields and acoustic waves as a directional source
- Using technotronic telekinesis to affect technical systems
- Remote activation and deactivation of electronics and fuzes
- Development of devices to remotely control human behavior using electronic sensors transplanted into the brain and body
- Remote control of human behavior using pharmacological means according to the scheme: introduction of pharmacological means (behavior modifiers) into the human body, then remote influence of psychotronic equipment on the modified human body
- Remote transport of chemicals and other target substances into the body of a biosubject
- Remote control of people using radio and television
- Creating Biorobots
- Technology for erasing information from the human brain
- Remote physical and biological effects on living organisms by electromagnetic, magnetic fields and acoustic waves
- Remote effects of special environmental factors on plants, animals, and humans

**OBJECTIVES OF CLOSED RESEARCH INSTITUTES**
- **Geopolitical**: development of a system of remote control of third countries, expert assessments of the creation of geopolitical hotbeds of tension and their localization.

- **Ideological**: remote influence on the population in order to create a law-abiding society, loyal to the existing state system and political system.

- **Military**: expert assessments of psychotronic warfare against hostile states, technical protection of troops and population from the affects of psychotronic weapons, interaction of the use of psychotronic weapons with other types of non-lethal weapons, interaction of psychotronic weapons with other types of modern weapons, interaction of army formations.

- **Police**: control and management of criminal gangs and individual criminals, investigative and operational activities, suppression of demonstrations and demonstrations, cooperation of special services.

- **Medico-biological**: new technologies of disease treatment using psychotronic equipment and pharmacological means, remote control of public health, remote control and management of people with mental disorders, remote personality change at the genetic and psychophysical level.

- **Research**: development of new technologies of psychotronic weapons and psychotronic equipment, its interaction with the environment and pharmacological means.

- **Space**: launching psychotronic weapons (apparatus) into space in order to monitor and control population behavior; remote control and management of astronauts.

- **Production and economic**: remote automation of production and economic activities, remote control of urban communications and transport.

- **Agricultural**: improving crop yields, controlling and managing livestock.

- **Geological**: remote search for minerals.

- **Climatic**: remote control of weather conditions and cataclysms

According to data from the Military Historical Academy, before the beginning of World War II, Soviet and German military scientists worked together to develop chemical weapons. In the secret laboratories of Volsk (Shikhany-1), they worked closely together to create psychotechnological weapons. Few people know that in the 20-27 years in the Soviet Union there were many joint Soviet-German aviation and armored schools, where future fascist aces were trained in military skills. The Military History Academy names several such places. For example, there was a joint Soviet-German aviation school in Lipki, and a joint Soviet-German armored school in the Saratov region.

After the end of World War II, interest in the creation of weapons of psychotechnology has captured almost all military circles of the leading countries of the world. In the late 40's, using the obtained developments, military scientists in many countries of the world carried out countless experiments on the creation of a universal drug with which it would be possible to control human behavior. Such a drug had been created. It was called LSD. In 1951, the Swiss company Condor, which received the monopoly right to produce it, illegally sold 50 million doses of the drug to the Soviet Union.

In the late 50s, for the same purpose, Soviet scientists created a whole series of unique domestic pharmacological drugs - behavior modifiers. These are special gaseous and chemical agents. It is not difficult to guess who was their customer and where they found
their application. In subsequent years, special pharmacological centers continued to create more and more behavior modifiers. By the end of the 70's their production became quite widespread and led to the complete secrecy of the military facilities involved in their production.

There are reports that medical workers, collaborating with special services and the military-industrial complex, when performing surgical operations and vaccinating the population, were injecting microcircuit plates, freely placed in epidemic needles, into patients' bodies. After such microchips are inserted, a person becomes a radio-controlled biorobot. According to confidential information, about 30% of the population of the former Soviet Union have microchips in their bodies.

**TYPES OF PSYCHOTRONIC WEAPONS**

*Psychotronic weapon* is a complex of unique electron-beam apparatus, capable at large distances to control the psychophysical activity of man, purposefully destroying his health. Psychotronic weapons are used in conjunction with other types of non-lethal weapons and methods of psychotechnology. In 1995 on Prospekt Mira, 36, in the Moscow branch of the Information Center for Human Rights, the direction "Protection of citizens from psychotronic terrorism" was a colloquium of scientists. In order to avoid confusion in terminology, it was decided to call all types and kinds of weapons capable of remote control of human psychophysical activity and change the environment around them as psychotronic weapons.

Psychotronic weapons include torsion generators, microwave generators, lasers, acoustic equipment, microwave equipment. These are stationary and mobile stations, located on Earth and taken into Space. Psychotronic weapons use physical properties of the environment, chemical and gaseous means.

Focused types of radiation without interference and without losing a given power freely penetrate through any barriers and with high precision hit the selected victim at any distance. The impact is carried out at the cellular-molecular level by psychophysical processing of the brain and human body on the principle of associative and neurolinguistic psychoprogramming with the use of radioacoustic effect and remote tomography.

Psychotronic complex is controlled by Supercomputer and staff-operators. Computer psychoprogramming is performed according to scheme: operator-computer-victim and in reverse sequence: victim-computer-operator. Information exchange according to this scheme is called biofeedback. The impact exerted on a human may be in positive, negative or neutral mode. Radiation components of weapons can change the readings of devices and chemical reactions, which allows terrorists to avoid detection and punishment for a long time.

**ROUTES OF EXPOSURE**

There are three ways of psychotronic influence on a person: covert, open and combined. **During covert influence** the victim does not know and does not even suspect that his brain and organism are being remotely influenced. She takes all alien thought messages as her own, she
attributes all painful states to natural illnesses, to a bad state of her health. Such person-victim under influence on his psyche can commit any criminal offence, join one or another political group under manipulation of his brain.

A person-victim can be easily put into any psychological state, a state of insanity, to imitate any mental illness to the victim. In this case, the person will think that he himself committed the criminal offence, that he himself has some political views and beliefs, that he himself has a mental illness. Such a person is a biorobot, because he unknowingly fulfills the will of other people's criminals. Such a human biorobot is the most dangerous for any society. The covert method of influence is the main way to control large masses of the population. Radiation components of weapons can change the readings of devices and chemical reactions, which allows terrorists for a long time to avoid exposure and punishment.

the human victim knows and understands that his brain and body are being psychophysically affected. Such a person is artificially imposed and instilled with a special system of attitudes, contributing to the withdrawal of information from his brain and introduction into it, his rapid psychoprocessing, and in some cases, reprogramming - complete or partial restructuring of the personality, biorobotization. The human-victim, intended for this purpose, very often cannot distinguish his own thoughts from the artificially introduced ones. But usually biorobots are created by applying covert influence on the victim.

In combined influence, the victim's brain is under covert influence and the body (somatics) is under overt influence. The overt and combined influence is done by manipulating the judgement of the YES-NO principle. Manipulation of the psyche is combined with manipulation of the functions of the internal organs, of the whole body. Usually they train operators on victims with open and combined influence, create the latest types of psychotronic weapons, conduct medical-biological and pharmacological experiments.

**PSYCHO-TECHNOLOGY SECURITY**

Safety of psychotronic technologies is provided in two ways (so-called "alibis"). The first way is that the overt and combined exposure is carried out according to the principle of the studied clinic of mental diseases. Usually this type of protection is engaged by terrorists in the case when the victim turns to law enforcement agencies and medics. As a rule, after communication with them, the victim ends up in a mental hospital, out of which he permanently acquires the status of a mental patient with compulsory registration in a psychiatric hospital.

The second method is the ability of weapons to instantly connect to any person who came into contact with the victim with the subsequent change in his thinking and behavior. As a result, officials, if they are not even connected with the crime, will not correctly and logically perceive the information they receive from the victim.
In order to provide a more reliable "alibi" and to implement a certain program, the victim is pre-processed in a secret way. Unobtrusively they connect to his biopole, study his intellect, psychological type, and depending on the future program artificially create various diseases of internal organs, create conflict situations in everyday life and at work, which will serve for his concealment during the open and combined influence. In almost all cases, the criminals adhere to the basic rule: all artificially created situations must have a cause and an effect, even if the artificially created cause looks absurd and the effect is unnatural.

PSYCHOPROGRAMMING

There are three stages of psychoprogramming. The first stage is control of the brain. The second stage is control of the person's psychophysical activity. The third stage is the destruction of the subject. The third stage is resorted to in the following cases: the danger of exposure, spent material, intimidation, artificial stabilization of the population. Destruction can be carried out by both traditional and non-traditional methods.

All domestic psychotronic programs are codenamed "Zombie". If earlier the term "zombie" meant a human biorobot whose brain was hard-coded with drugs and special psychological influences, then in the modern interpretation "zombie" means an abbreviation which stands for a classified object of medical and biological research. As soon as the subject tells others about what is happening to him, all the above-mentioned types of protection come into play. Being under control and management of a psyche, a test subject does not differ much from ordinary people in appearance. Psychotronic terrorists are vigilant to ensure that he remains classified until death.

Psychotronic weapons are fundamentally different from other types of weapons. If the Kalashnikov assault rifle could be invented, tested and improved in a shooting gallery, then the development of psychotronic weapons constantly requires people-donors. Any person can become a donor, if the terrorists need his intellect and physical data.

It is known that human society consists of certain groups with similar intelligence and psychological type. Every person is a representative of such groups. Having chosen donors for open psychoprogramming and having worked up psychotechnologies on them, it is possible to secretly control the behavior of all groups and, consequently, society as a whole. Psychotronic weapons have long gone from the stage of experiments. It has turned into a monstrous weapon of mass suppression, enslavement and destruction. Psychotronic weapons military called superweapons, superweapons, weapons of the fifth generation.

VICTIMS

For more than 30 years, a secret undeclared psychotronic war has been waged against the people in the former Soviet Union. At present there are more than one million victims of overt psychotronic terror and psychotronic influence in the lists of state agencies, human rights organizations and in the media.

The victims are usually gifted people who are not loyal to the regime, members of military units,
athletes, prisoners of prisons and concentration camps, persons registered in dispensaries, all prisoners of mental hospitals without exception, as well as the population in free behavior. For veiling a crime and shifting the responsibility on the USA and mafia structures, open psychotronic terror is exposed to some part of communists and employees of special services.

Modern masters of underwear affairs have embodied in technology of psychotronic weapon all huge arsenal of torture craft. For terrorists, the human subject is an ideal target for which invisible beam impulses inflict traumatic blows. Sometimes in a sadistic ecstasy, terrorists torture their victims with extreme cruelty for quite a long time. Brain invigilators get into the most sacred, intimate and innermost, electron-beam whips punish for disobedience. At the same time, a person’s cry for help is regarded by law enforcement agencies and others as the ravings of a madman.

An original psychotronic hood is created, the electron-beam tentacles of which clingly hold their victim in space, tightly isolated from the rest of the world. Remote control and constant stimulation of vital parts of the brain and the body allows to avoid a rapid death of the subject. As a rule, terrorists process the entire genetic tree of the chosen victim. But if the victim himself is terrorized in an open way, his relatives and close ones are processed secretly, according to a more gentle program, dominated by attitudes to complete incomprehension of the problem.

Psychotronic terror against the selected victim is carried out every second. It has been going on around the clock for years. Criminals strictly observe the basic principle of psychocomfascism: purposeful suppression of a person psychophysically and destruction of him as a person. If a person had some positive qualities, then they will turn him into the complete opposite. For example, if a person had a good intellect, they will turn him into a complete degenerate, an athlete into an invalid, a handsome person into a freak, a sociable person into a reserved person, a neat person into a slob, etc.

**HUMAN PSYCHOENERGETIC CENTER**

Virtually all technologies of psychoprogamming people involve obligatory rigid treatment of the psychoenergetic center of the person. This includes:

- left and right hemispheres of the brain
- frontal lobes
- cerebellum
- vision
- senses
- vocal chords

- heart
- abdominal organs
- spine
- reproductive organs
- prostate gland
- the uterus and its appendages

**SIGNS OF EXPOSURE**

With targeted processing, a person's sensations can easily be controlled. By targeting specific parts of the brain and body, a person can be used as a radio-controlled model. The results of scientific research in the field of studying the effects of electromagnetic fields and acoustic waves on human psychosomatics fully coincide with the feelings of victims of psychotronic weapons. In both cases are present:
• Shingles and severe headaches
• vertigo
• pressure on the eardrum
• vibrations (vibration) of the abdominal wall and thorax, certain muscle groups
• dry mouth
• Tooth and gum pain
• swallowing difficulties
• hand humidity
• bone and muscle pain
• painful sensations in the genitals and anus

• genital excitement
• genital depression
• arrhythmias
• high or low blood pressure
• loss of visual acuity
• dry cough
• Increased or decreased body temperature
• coma
• itch
• tissue distension
• speech modulation
• A state of fear or anxiety
• tremor of limbs

VICTIM DISEASES

According to official statistics, there is almost no person in the former Soviet Union who does not suffer from a chronic disease. The most common are pelvic organ diseases, mental and nervous disorders, oncological and cardiovascular diseases, eye diseases and diseases of the musculoskeletal system. The list of artificially created diseases and health damages of test subjects fully corresponds to the list of diseases of people subjected to electromagnetic and acoustic irradiation:

• malignant tumors
• lesions of the cardiovascular system
• blood clotting or disintegration
• brain diseases
• functional changes or lesions up to and including lethal
• in the peripheral and central nervous system eye disease
• genital diseases

• musculoskeletal disorders
• bone decay
• organ damage or rupture
• muscle atrophy
• endocrine system lesions
• skin lesions
• trophic injuries
• hair loss, brittle nails

TOTALITARIAN SECTS ARE A TESTING GROUND FOR PSYCHOTRONIC WEAPONS

The most telling example of the use of psychotronic weapons on a mass scale can be the recent exposure of the totalitarian sect "White Brotherhood", funded by the Ministry of Defense and the KGB-FSB. The Ministries of Justice of the former Soviet Union and the Russian Federation freely register hundreds of totalitarian sects equipped with psychotronic weapons, among which is the public international terrorist sect Aum Shinrikyo, which has the closest connection with the Russian special services and the military.

This sect carried out mass zombification of the population using the Russian radio station Mayak. The leaders of these sects, fulfilling the orders of the military, special services and those in power, cripple hundreds of thousands of children, turning them into biorobots. On the territory of the former USSR there are hundreds of special schools, students of which are exposed to neurolinguistic psychoprogramming.
HUMAN RIGHTS ACTIVISTS WARN - IT'S DANGEROUS TO WATCH TV!

For several decades, the media have been used to create a conformist-obedient population: radio, television, and cinema. Biosignals embedded in film footage and texts imperceptibly influence the subconscious and form a certain stereotypical worldview in the population, depending on the political goals of those in power. This kind of processing of the population has long and successfully been engaged in the KGB-FSB-FSB Directorate 3.

In the USA and Japan the use of mass media to modify the behavior of the population is prohibited because the impact of bioelectronic signals on the human brain and organism causes irreparable damage to human health, contributes to the transformation of people into biorobots and is an attack on human rights. Recently, "sublimated cassettes" have been coming into the commercial network, on which texts that affect the human subconscious and form his worldview have been recorded in a special way.

WITCHES, WITCHES, AND OTHER EVIL SPIRITS UNDER THE UMBRELLA OF GOVERNMENT AGENCIES

In 1988 alone, thousands of "healing" centers of non-traditional medicine appeared in the USSR, equipped with ultra-modern medical and psychotronic equipment produced by top-secret factories. These centers widely use occult science, which is the basis of psychotronic technology. As a rule, the heads of the centers are classified, and the staff has two higher educations - medical and technical.

It is not difficult to guess where, when and on whom unique equipment was created. For example, physicist and physicist I.Smirnov carried out experiments on inmates in one of Moscow mental hospitals using psychotronic generators; Academician V.Kaznacheev, Director of the Institute of ECEM of SB AMS USSR, and his colleagues conducted medical and biological-technical experiments on patients of their clinic and the population of Novosibirsk; and Academician N.Bekhtereva and her colleagues in the "Brain" center, which she headed, and so on.

Centers with the blessing of the Ministry of Health annually produce thousands of zombified repeaters with diplomas of "sorcerers" in their pockets. TV sessions of Kashpirsky, Chumak and other "miracle-workers" fit into the global system of psychotronic weapons development and are nothing but obedient toys in the hands of criminal maniacs sitting at the control boards of technical psychotronic weapons.

If anyone has any doubts about the correctness of the above written lines, a person who has read them should consider Kashpirovsky and others either witches and witches, or wizards and magicians, and hang their faces either next to Baba-Yaga or Nicholas the Elijah. Issuing licenses to people who allegedly possess sorcerer's charms, the leadership of the Ministry of Health simultaneously denies any possibility to manipulate people.

Moreover, all those who report any external influence on them are subjected, again with the blessing of the Ministry of Health, to forced "treatment" in psychiatric hospitals, where they are
given many of the worst psychiatric diagnoses. The inadequacy and illogic of such actions of higher medical doctors defies not only logic, but also ordinary, even the most primitive comprehension. In this connection, the conclusion suggests itself - government agencies, designed to guard the health of the population, are direct accomplices in a monstrous crime.

**ALIENS, DRUBASHKI, BABA YAGA AND OTHER DEVILRY**

Simultaneously with the appearance of "healing" centers, the pseudo-science of "ufology" became widespread in the former USSR, which against the truthful articles about psychotronic weapons, began to spread among the population fantastic information about the arrival of "aliens", "drubashka," abnormal phenomena, bring fairy-tale heroes to life. For several years these publications have fooled the population and absolved them of any responsibility.

If we assume that some "very clever anomaly" or "aliens" are waging a psychotronic war against the population, then several obvious questions arise at once:
- Who equipped the "anomalies and aliens" with earthly computer technology and ultramodern superweapons?
- Why do they deal with political issues and help those in power and special services?
- Why do they use mental hospitals as prisons for their test subjects?
- Why don't the government and secret services, if they are sane, take any measures to ensure the safety of the population?

**DESIGNATION**

When beginning the secret development of psychotechnological weapons, military scientists and special services took care of their security. It is based on the distribution of disinformation material. To create it they had to scrupulously study all the legends, legends, preserved manuscripts about activity of various pagan sects and clans, thoroughly study all documents about trance sciences, unusual and abnormal phenomena that ever happened on the Earth and even to fantasize.

Having systematized all this huge material and combined it with materials of the studied clinic of natural and artificially created mental diseases, they included it practically in all programs of psychotronic and other types of modern exotic weapons treatment of the population. Recently this nonsense began to be refuted by the exposure of scientific experts.

Today there is much less such literature on bookstores and it has been superseded by truthful publications about the use of psychotronic and other modern exotic weapons on the population. It does not take much effort to disprove all the phantasmagoric nonsense invented and disseminated by special services. It is sufficient to familiarize oneself with declassified documents in the field of creation of the latest weapons and with the latest achievements of scientific and technological progress.

**3. MODERN WEAPONS**

- **Nuclear weapons are** weapons of mass destruction
• **Biological weapons** are bacteriological, toxin, and genetic weapons.

• **Chemical weapons** are divided into two groups: chemical warfare agents (CW) and chemical warfare agents (CW).

• **Geological weapons** (lithospheric, tectonic) are based on using the energy of the Earth's lithosphere.

• **Biospheric weapons** are environmental weapons. Based on chemical and biological and physical destruction of flora and fauna. The use of non-lethal weapons is possible.

• **Atmospheric weapons** are meteorological, climatic weapons.

• **Hydrospheric weapons** are based on using the energy of the hydrosphere (rivers, seas, oceans, glaciers) and hydropower for military purposes.

• **Intelligence Control Weapons** (ICW) are based on the biophysical and physical principles of transmitting control signals over long distances using technical means.

• **Psychotropic weapons** are designed to control the behavior of the population.

• **Technotropic weapons** are designed to control the behavior of the population.

• **Biotropic weapons** are designed to control the behavior of the population using the human genetic apparatus.

• **Weapons based on new physical principles** are laser, acoustic, electromagnetic, radiation, and kinetic

**BIOLOGICAL WEAPONS**

The attacking factors of biological weapons are bacteria, viruses, poisons and toxins that cause suffering, mutilation and death to mankind. One drop of plague bacteria bred in secret laboratories is enough to infect the entire population of Moscow and the Moscow region. Special bacteria capable of secreting psychotropic substances have been bred. These substances are supposed to be used to control the human psyche. Classified VChK-KGB special laboratories widely used and still use toxic substances and a variety of poisons to contain undesirable individuals.

In order to increase operative surveillance of a controlled object, the KGB may treat things belonging to the object with chemical and radioactive substances. Foreign diplomats accredited in the Soviet Union repeatedly protested about this. Precisely because of the use of radioactive isotopes by the KGB, no household dosimeters were produced in the country, due to which the party and state leadership managed for four years to conceal from the population the actual scale of the Chernobyl disaster and still manages to conceal the levels of radioactive contamination of food and medicinal herbs consumed by the population.

Secret laboratories working on the creation of genetic weapons have long bred bacteria that do not exist in natural conditions on Earth and therefore pose a particular threat because of the difficulty of detecting and neutralizing them. Bacteria and viruses have been created that act only on certain groups of people, depending on their race or nationality. In their experiments, geneticists have reached the edge of the worst experimental abyss. Even the slightest carelessness or incompetence in safety measures, and most importantly the unpredictable behavior of new life forms can lead to the most unexpected consequences, posing a threat to all mankind. Many experts claim that genetic weapons are more destructive than nuclear missiles.
To treat the enemy’s manpower and population the following are used: space, aviation, special projectiles and bombs, special launchers using airspace, sabotage, inoculations, injections, infecting food and water reservoirs. The creation and testing of biological weapons is carried out on prisoners, military contingents, patients of medical institutions, the population of villages and cities.

On the two islands of the Aral Sea Vozrozhdeniye and Komsomolskiy more than 50 years were tested biological weapons. As "guinea pigs" were used military personnel serving the range and the animals delivered there by air. Currently, due to the drying up of the sea Vozrozhdeniya island rose above the water level and exposed its soil, stuffed with bacteria and poisons. Scientists who surveyed the island made a statement that the islands pose a danger to the entire Central Asian region. Birds and insects could become carriers of plague, typhus, anthrax and tularemia.

In September 1991, a plague epidemic broke out in Aralsk, and only the incredible efforts of local authorities managed to quickly localize the focus of the epidemic. In 1979 there was an outbreak of anthrax in Sverdlovsk. Dozens of people and livestock were affected. The culprit was a military camp 18, located in one of the districts of Sverdlovsk. It turns out that this small town, located in the center of the largest city, is a research center engaged in the development of biological weapons. During the work of a government commission, the head of the military camp, General Mikhailov, committed suicide. The KGB gagged anyone who could shed light on the cause of the epidemic.

In January 1992, 36 pigs suddenly died in the Kaluga Region, on the Kaluga farm of the former KGB of the USSR. Veterinarians diagnosed the classical form of plague. Kaluga Oblast was threatened with a massive epizootic, but fortunately the outbreak was quickly contained. In March 1992 bacteriological weapons were used in Nagorny Karabakh. In July 1990, an airplane flew over Rostov-on-Don, leaving a plume of a toxic cloud that landed on working-class neighborhoods of the city. The authorities had to evacuate residents to safety. Among those evacuated, many had to be hospitalized.
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The St. Petersburg State Research Institute of Extremely Pure Biopreparations has been producing biological weapons for several years. The main focus of the research institute is the production of a high quality strain of plague. No one would have known that a research facility dangerous to the population was located in St. Petersburg if the former director of the institute, Pasechnik, who remained in the West, had not told journalists and the Western public about the real profile of the institute. St. Petersburg is literally stuffed with secret research institutes that produce various types of modern weapons. According to statistical data, the population of the northern capital only for six months of 1992 decreased by a considerable number.

Near Moscow, in the village of Obolenskoye, there is a secret research institute engaged in the development of bacteriological weapons. The village does not appear on any map of the Moscow region, but the sign of the institute says that he is engaged in the development of chemicals to combat plant pests. The staff includes more than a hundred PhDs, ten doctors and three professors. For several years, the institute has been developing special bacteria capable of secreting psychotropic substances. These substances are designed to control the human psyche.

Specialists say that the former Soviet Union ranks first in the world in the growth of parasitic
diseases. In 1972, the Soviet Union signed the International Convention on the Prohibition of the Development, Stockpiling and Proliferation of Biological Weapons in Geneva. The convention was ratified in 1975. Exactly 20 years after signing the Convention, the President of the Russian Federation Boris Yeltsin issued the Decree "On ensuring the fulfillment of obligations in the field of biological weapons". But even this decree has not been fulfilled. In the secret laboratories of research institutes of the Ministry of Defense and the KGB-FSB, the development of these terrible weapons is still going on.

CHEMICAL WEAPONS

Our country ranks first in the world in the production of chemical weapons. Chemical weapons are poisonous substances. In the USSR, chemical weapons were first used in 1921 to suppress the Kronstadt Mutiny. In later times, they were used in Tbilisi and other cities to disperse peaceful demonstrations.

The Soviet armies used chemical weapons in Vietnam and Afghanistan. There are reports of the use of chemical weapons in Chechnya. With the assistance of Soviet specialists in Libya and Iraq the plants specialized in manufacture of modern chemical weapons were constructed. In the cities located along the banks of the Volga River and its tributaries the Oka and Kama rivers, the main facilities for the production of warfare agents and chemical weapons, testing sites and storage bases for chemical weapons were dispersed.

In Volsk-17 (Shihany-1) in the State Institute of Organic Synthesis Technologies (GITOS) the production of police gases and psychotropic agents is established. Due to the discharge of chemically harmful substances into the great Russian river, it has long been included in the red book. Trouble did not bypass the capital either. In 1980, a fire at the Moscow State Research Institute of Chemical Technology, where chemical weapons are being developed, carried off with the wind and water several grams of the highly toxic substance vi-x.

Despite the international convention signed by our country banning the production, stockpiling and distribution of chemical weapons, the former Soviet Union continues to increase its production. Not only that, but it tries to keep it completely secret. For example, in October 1992 KGB investigators charged two military chemists with divulging state secrets. One of the accused, Vil Mirzoyanov, told readers from the pages of Moskovskie Novosti newspaper about the threat to the public from further development of chemical weapons. Only public intervention prevented the authorities and the military from carrying out the massacre.

GEOLOGICAL WEAPON

Geological weapons are used to create artificial earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, displacement of geological formations. The effect is achieved by carrying out a series of directed explosions at certain points of tectonic tension. Artificial cataclysms can also be caused by other means. For example, in order to create a small earthquake it is enough to pump a large volume of liquid into the tectonic fault zone or to install a powerful vibrator. The same effect can be achieved using non-lethal weapons.
On the territory of the former USSR more than a hundred underground nuclear explosions were carried out to test geological weapons. According to official documents such explosions were allegedly performed for national economic needs. The turning of the northern rivers was supposed to be done using a tunnel created by an underground directed nuclear explosion. One of such nuclear explosions was made in the basin of Indigirka river, as a result of which the river and its surroundings became radioactive for several hundreds kilometers.

According to independent experts, geological weapons of destruction were used in Spitak, Georgia and Kyrgyzstan. On November 12, 1990 small earthquakes shook all the Central Asian capitals. In October 1991 the Executive Committee of the Nationwide Congress of the Chechen People made an official statement that it had documents at its disposal that allowed it to argue that the catastrophic earthquakes were manifestations of space weapons testing in near-Earth space.

Experts have long noticed that in virtually all cases, earthquakes occur after active protests by southern peoples against communist rule and the independence movement. The Communists, who were in no hurry to withdraw from big politics at the time, benefited from the distraction of southern peoples from political, economic and national problems. During the artificially created earthquakes, the Communist press of the time almost openly insinuated that nature itself was supposedly protesting and punishing apostates from Communist ideals. In recent years, Dimitrovgrad, Dzerzhinsk, Sasovo, Novosibirsk and other non-seismic cities and areas were shaken.

Since November 1989 the capital was surrounded by an invisible protective wall. How many times were storm warnings announced in the city. But hurricanes and downpours, which caused floods in other regions, power outages, destruction and casualties, did not reach Moscow. An invisible wall of protection threw back powerful unfavorable "anomalies. Losing power, they collapsed. The types of exotic weapons used needed different kinds of tests. Both for defeat and for protection against their damaging factors. In 1998 such "anomalies" did not spare the Russian capital. It is likely that in this case, too, a change in the political situation in the country played an important role, or there were weaknesses in the defense and it malfunctioned.

**ATMOSPHERIC AND HYDROSPHERIC WEAPONS**

Atmospheric weapons are affected by various processes associated with the disruption of weather and climatic conditions. As a result of artificial influence on the atmosphere, non-lethal weapons can be used, thunderstorm processes arise, changing the trajectory of their movement, causing the usual precipitation of cold and warm clouds, disperse or increase the fog. Opportunities have been found to apply temperature changes and create hurricane winds over large areas. Research is underway to destroy the ozone layer, which absorbs ultraviolet radiation and protects life on Earth. Atmospheric weapons can turn fertile areas into deserts.

As a striking factor of hydrospheric weapons can be created huge waves, such as tsunamis and flooding of large areas, as well as breaking the ice cover. An explosion of a 1-megaton charge can melt 100 million tons of ice and flood the entire northern hemisphere of the globe.

**WEAPONS BASED ON NEW PHYSICAL PRINCIPLES**
In the 20th century, new types of weapons and entire combat systems emerged. For example, high-precision weapons (HPW) and weapons based on new physical principles (NPG). New weapons were used in all wars after 1945. Nine previously unknown weapons were used in the 1950-53 Korean War, 25 in the 1964-75 Vietnam War, 30 in the 1967-73-82-86 Arab-Israeli Wars, 50 in Afghanistan, and over 100 in the 1991 Persian Gulf War. New weapons include:

- **Laser weapons are based** on new physical principles. Objectives: to defeat manpower, scope optics, electronic devices, disabling of space warfare systems.

- **Acoustic weapons are** based on the emission of energy of a certain frequency, capable of inflicting damage to manpower. Combat generators are installed on air, sea and space carriers. Radiation to the target is capable of turning a division into a herd of idiots.

- **Electromagnetic weapons** defeat enemy manpower and electronic devices. Installed on artificial satellites of the Earth.

- **Radiation weapons** are capable of targeting the enemy's living force. WTO and DNFD will become the backbone of the armed forces of many states in 10-15 years. Even today, prototypes of future weapons are being used by top-secret military units.

- **Kinetic weapons are** based on increasing the power of explosives and increasing the accuracy of hitting the target. At the same time, the combat effectiveness of the missile is increased by 400 times.

Human action in future warfare will be reduced to a minimum. The only human duty will be to press the button. Fire and forget, the rest will be done by the intelligent weapon itself. Reconnaissance strike combat systems of tactical, operational and strategic purposes RUBS, located on artificial satellites of the Earth.

The main striking element is high-speed airborne and sea-launched cruise missiles, 8 times faster than the speed of sound. The kill range of such missiles ranges from 500 to 8,000 kilometers. The movement to the target can take place both at an altitude of 30 meters and at an altitude of 60 kilometers. The movements of missiles are corrected by observation systems installed on artificial satellites. Such missiles can dive at the target almost from outer space. The homing systems on the source of radiation will make the accuracy of defeat absolute.

Future soldiers' equipment includes a protective helmet with a display screen to display relevant information; special uniforms (overalls, gloves, boots) providing protection against bullets, shrapnel, chemical and biological weapons, incendiary devices, laser, microwave and acoustic radiation; an air conditioner ensuring an optimal microclimate; a small-sized personal computer; communication navigation equipment with friend-or-foe identification; a range of sensitive sensors (optical, acoustic, thermal imaging, radar, optical sensor array,

Auxiliary means: robotics of various purposes, vehicles protected by armor and bullet traps, equipped with special electromagnetic, infrared and acoustic installations; system ensuring invisibility of units and equipment, based on fiberglass optics. In ten years' time, the armed forces of many nations will be equipped and armed in this way. But already now secret military units and secret units of special services are equipped in this way.
THE COMPUTER WILL DESTROY HUMANITY

Cybernetics is a science based on translating the principles of the human brain into technical machines called electronic computing machines (ECMs). In 1945, the first domestic computer was created. Computers in the 40-50s performed tasks designed to automatically control the most complex processes and systems. At the end of the 50s, computers performed tasks to replace humans with automatics. Computers of the 60's were designed for machine modeling, pattern recognition, creating algorithmic languages. In the 70s, computers successfully replaced the physician.

With the development of computer tomography based on X-rays, nuclear magnetic resonators (NMR) were created, the operation of which is based on the effect of nuclear magnetic resonance. NMR registers all processes occurring in the brain and other organs of the human body with great accuracy. Modified NMR tomograph was used in the development of psychotronic weapons.

Academicians Marchuk and Kolmogorov were actively involved in the creation of modern medical technology. In the late 60's Kolmogorov stated:
- The fundamental possibility to create full-fledged living beings based on discrete digital mechanisms of information processing and control does not contradict the principles of materialistic dialectics. As a result, automata can be created that will become "living artificial beings" capable of reproduction and progressive revolution in higher forms, possessing emotions, will and thinking. They would become above man.

The 1970s saw a qualitative leap in the technological base of computer science and cybernetics. The computer park became saturated with minicomputers, the microprocessor revolution began. The human factor came to the fore in the "machine-human" interaction. John Loylen in the 70s created an artificial personality model named OLDOS, which reproduced the processes of recognition, emotional reactions, choice of actions, self-awareness and learning. OLDOS exhibited fear, anger, love, hostility, or indifference.

In the USSR, the patriarch of national cybernetics was the Institute of Cybernetics of the Ukrainian SSR Academy of Sciences, headed by Academician Glushkov. The Institute was established on the basis of the All-Union Center of the Ukrainian SSR Academy of Sciences. The main slogan of the Ukrainian scientists was "Put cybernetics to work for communism! The Institute was engaged in modeling of biological processes. The Institute created a model of life and a model of personality. The machine they created modeled Darwin's Law. Scientists developed in the automaton they created all the basics of behavior necessary for survival. The "external environment" and the "inhabitants" of this environment, responding to any changes in the conditions of existence, were created. Experiments on electronic mechanisms survival were conducted in the Institute. Only those that moved toward nutrition survived. These beings multiplied, i.e. created their own kind.

The computer developed many specialties. One of these specialties was electronic surveillance and electronic surveillance. Private life of citizens fell under the watchful eye of the police computer. Soviet police cybernetics was the ancestor of police cybernetics in the socialist countries. The computer police systems weaved an invisible net around the cities of the Soviet Union and
interfaced to the computer systems of the socialist camp countries. Beginning in the 60s, computers began to be used in the military, scientific medicine and industrial and economic activities.

**SMART WEAPON**

In the 1970s, the military received so-called "smart weapons" that did not need the skill and training of a missile launcher or a strategic bomber navigator. The computer took care of all missile and bomb targeting operations and was able to hit the target with centimeter accuracy. For example, the bombing system of a modern aircraft invisible to enemy radars, controlled by a dozen onboard computers, could direct a bomb into a vent hatch of a reinforced concrete bunker, and a missile controlled by a computer system could maneuver among buses and cars of a modern city and hit the target with pinpoint accuracy.

In recent years self-guided missiles with autonomous onboard computers have been developed. The sensory organs of such a missile are sensors that respond to light, infrared radiation and radio waves emitted or reflected by the target. An onboard computer, guided by sense perception, generates commands to move the rocket in a given direction. The computer is widely used in space technology. Modern computer-controlled electronics can perform any complex manipulations with great accuracy and superfastness.

**FIFTH-GENERATION COMPUTER**

Today's fifth-generation computer, designed for psychotronic processing of the population, operates under the scheme of hybrid intelligence, which optimally combines the capabilities of the human mind and microcomputer technology, organically synthesizing both in a single human-machine complex. Hybrid intelligence, coupled with various modifications of psychotropic and psychotronic generators, turns our country into a technocratic society consisting of the elite and the servile law-abiding population serving it.

Computers are widely used in the exploration of outer space, sensing the Earth's surface, its interior, ensuring space missions, controlling the health of astronauts and the militarization of space. Cybernetics is involved in ensuring proper operation of all systems of the spacecraft launched into space.

**COSMOS**

From space it is possible to monitor any object on Earth. Modern advances in science and technology make it possible to see from space even the tentacles of a small insect, allowing us to penetrate and intervene in its physiological processes. Modern technical systems make it possible to hear from space the whispers of a person deep under the ground. Special space systems have been developed to control climatic weather conditions over vast areas. With the help of special mirrors and electronics it is possible to illuminate northern cities from space during the polar night.

Transmission of microwave energy over a distance, directly from Earth into space, is used for remote wireless power supply of almost all space stations of the latest generation. For more than 25 years there has been Soviet military space. Space nuclear power plants reliably provide electric
power to all military space objects.

There is information that Soviet scientists have long ago put into space a unified space system to control society, which interacts with ground-based psychotronic stations, operating according to a scheme: Earth - Space - Earth. Particular attention has always been paid to medical cybernetics, which in conjunction with other scientific fields was to become and has become the most monstrous weapon of the century. In the late 60's the development of computerization saw the emergence of artificial intelligence, which the military and special services were immediately interested in.

**BIONICA**

At the end of the 1960s, biological cybernetics - bionics - became widespread. The purpose of this science is to transfer the principles of operation of systems controlling living organisms to technology. The creation of micro-miniature models of neurons and the development of reliable and simple ways to organize a huge number of such models into coherent models led to the creation of devices similar to our brains.

Military scientists have developed and manufactured human-technical organs to create a "human cyborg robot". Such a mutant has the ability to directly perceive ultrasound, ultraviolet rays and a wide variety of nuclear radiation, broadcasting and television programs. A cyborgized person in this way can see in the dark, sees even the heat traces of any moving object or person. The cyborg brain works in symbiosis with a fifth-generation computer located in a military control center for cyborg soldier units.

To create such units people are used who were born with pronounced abnormalities of the brain, have been in closed psychiatric hospitals since childhood, as well as those who survived clinical death and are listed in official documents as deceased. These people would have their abnormal and failed human organs replaced in special research centers with human-technical organs necessary for their cyborgization.

In the secret laboratories of the military-industrial complex and the KGB Research Institute, scientists work with computers to create mutant robots with programmed brains. Such mutant robots are a synthesis of humans, animals and electronics. Along with mutant robots there are purely technical robots, stuffed with modern electronics, which serve in the army and represent a special kind of troops.

**VIRTUAL TECHNOLOGY**

In the last decade virtual computer technologies have become widespread, which in combination with special equipment allow to manipulate human consciousness, put him in any illusory state. At the same time a person ceases to be guided in time and space, begins to communicate with an illusory object, to feel it with his soul and body. At the Virtualistics Laboratory of the Institute of the Russian Academy of Sciences, methods and a computer stand were developed to simulate and study psychological virtual realities. For example, the "airplane" technique can activate the self-image of
flight. A person put into such a state with the help of a special psychotechnique has a feeling of flight.

The technique of "cybersex" makes it possible to put a person into a state of artificial sexual intercourse with an illusory sexual partner. The "cyberkiller" technique makes it possible to put a person into the mind of a murderer, etc. Virtual computer technology can be used for express training. Cyber techniques are widely used by intelligence agencies to create a super-spy, by the military to create a super-soldier, by gangsters to create a super-killer. And so on.

In the early 90s, a program for creating computer-based "virtual civilizations" began to be implemented in the world. In Japan, a virtual city called Habitat was created (Kozumi, 1995). Any computer owner can become a resident of this city - an "author". When a person acquires citizenship he is offered to choose his appearance from 1100 variants, to choose his clothes. The system uses the latest computer graphics, enhancing the realism of the virtual environment. Residents of the virtual city mostly lead a "sofa lifestyle". Gradually, a person becomes a slave to the thinking and controlling machine. Virtual computer technology is widely used in mass psychotronic processing of the population.

COVERT CONTROL OF PEOPLE

In 1977 the Spanish scientist professor of physiology Jose Delgado said that if previously to control thinking and body functions it was necessary to implant electrodes in the human brain or be in close proximity, now with the development of scientific and technological progress it is possible to do without aids and control thinking and human body functions at any distance.

The father of cybernetics, Norbert Wiener, has repeatedly warned that the creation of modern cybernetic machines could eventually lead to the enslavement of the human mind by machines that could reproduce themselves and possess a mind several orders of magnitude greater than the human mind. In 1994, in Naples, during a congress on cybernetic medicine, Wiener warned scientists that his brainchild, cybernetics, could serve the cause of human extermination, the destruction of humanity. Another major scientist, John von Neumann, warned that with the development of electronics mankind is threatened by a technotronic catastrophe.

outstanding scientist Ross Ashby held the same opinion about the future of cybernetics: - The most serious threat posed by the controlling machine will be its egoism If, at an early stage of the development of the cybernetic machine, we are able to make it act as far as possible in our favour, later on, when the machine, due to its evolutionary development, acquires its own power, it will inevitably subordinate human society to its will.

One example of the perfection of modern electronic machines is the convincing victory of the Super-Computer over the world chess champion G. Kasparov.

CONFIDENCE IN IMPUNITY OR A GANGSTER FARCE?

Most scientists working on the latest modern weapons are well aware of where, by whom, when, for what and on whom their monstrous inventions will be used. But they look the other way, considering their bloody craft to be interesting, prestigious and moneyed. Not only do some of them
not hide their involvement in creating such weapons and testing them on unsuspecting populations. They openly declare that they will continue to engage in the development of devilish weapons quite deliberately. The opinion of the public and the degraded population does not interest them at all. The main thing is to be interested and pay the money!

I would like to remind these maniacs of science that the Nuremberg tribunal found guilty those doctors and scientists who conducted countless criminal experiments on concentration camp prisoners. Nor did the fact that they called themselves instruments in the hands of the Nazi regime absolve them of responsibility. It would not do any harm to recall the Middle Ages, when their colleagues were burned at the fires of the Inquisition by the Church. This was probably justified in some cases. Another important circumstance. As recently as yesterday, the only punishment for such atrocities under international law was the gallows! Even today there is no statute of limitations on such crimes.

4. GHOULS IN WHITE COATS

For several decades, the criminal activities of communist and post-communist medicine and its links with the security services and the military have been exposed. Criminals in white coats openly confess to heinous crimes related to artificially created mass epidemics, to conducting criminal experiments on servicemen during tests of nuclear, biological, chemical and other modern weapons.

From the diary of a military doctor at the Semipalatinsk test site:
- The first batch of tested soldiers in the immediate vicinity of the explosion epicenter behave inadequately Many soldiers show hair loss, anemia, decomposition of bone tissue, cell mutation. About a third of the battalion begins to run amok. Many begin to guess what has happened to them. There is an urgent need to change the contingent.

Doctors are involved in conducting biomedical, pharmacological, scientific and military experiments on the prisoners of prisons and concentration camps, inmates of mental hospitals, patients in clinics, athletes, newborns and the general population of cities, villages and hamlets. There is a hunt for people with excellent health in order to surgically remove organs for transplantation to sick party functionaries and colleagues and to sell them for foreign currency to the West. Trafficking in parentless children in institutions under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Health is on the rise.

For more than thirty years the unsuspecting population has been consuming as much as 40% of the food produced by genetic engineering. For over thirty years, Soviet and post-Soviet medical scientists have been conducting Jesuit experiments in cloning humans and animals, with the goal of creating a standard, conformist-obedient citizen, and then replicating it in unlimited quantities. Publications are replete with previously classified decrees, orders, currents, resolutions, orders, instructions, and circulars directed against the life and health of the population.

ORGAN TRAFFICKING

Episodes from the files of medical crimes are cited. Here are just a few of them. The Sklifosovsky Scientific Research Institute of Emergency Medicine has an extensive network of commercial firms
selling human tissues and organs. One of these firms annually exports up to 600 donor kidneys, valued at $1,200,000,000. There have been published materials on the activities of doctors of these firms who, to fulfill orders, caught people in order to remove their healthy organs to sell them for foreign currency to the West. The Research Institute has been conducting experiments with cadaver blood for over thirty years. The blood of a recently deceased person is especially valued. The more alive, the better quality, and therefore more expensive. Few human parts - little money. A lot of manpieces - a lot of money!

During the local wars, many doctors became fabulously rich because Russian medical facilities were literally flooded with severely and lightly wounded soldiers. One journalist told me that he saw with his own eyes the price tag and the trade in human organs. Hearts, pituitary glands, livers, and frozen eyeballs were being sold under the hammer. - Blue eyeballs of a young and healthy human being were for sale, with a starting price of $30,000! Who's up for more? - Announced the auctioneer.

Russia ranks first in the world in the production of abortions and has the largest bank of human embryos. Specialized public and private medical and pharmaceutical firms in their production workshops make from them medicines and cosmetics, which after selling them on the domestic, foreign and black markets brings them a considerable income. Medicines and cosmetics made from human biomass have long been used by the party elite, the leadership of communist and post-communist states, bankers and some of the creative intelligentsia. Creams, powder, lotions made from human flesh became an integral part of their toilet accessories.

In the late '60s, in some of the Scientific Research Institutes of the Siberian Branch of the USSR Academy of Medical Sciences one could freely buy drugs in unlimited quantities, most of which contained behavior modifiers. The reasonable price, two large dogs for one liter of morphine, contributed to the spread of drugs among young people of Novosibirsk and its region. The investigation launched was immediately terminated by someone.

**YELLOW GULAG AND PSYCHOTRONIC WARFARE**

Punitive psychiatry has resumed its activities in Russia. It is a punitive body of the state, a screen for the unpunished use of psychotronic and other types of modern exotic weapons against the civilian population. The placement of the yellow Gulag is legitimized by the judiciary, which arbitrarily interprets the Law "On Psychiatric Assistance and Guarantees of the Rights of Citizens in Providing It. The history of punitive psychiatry in our country goes back to the 1920s.

In 1926, an article stipulating the use of psychiatry on political opponents was added to the Penal Code. In 1939, Beria issued a special order transferring the Kazan psychiatric hospital to the NKVD. This was how the world's first imprisoned mental hospital appeared in the USSR. The Kazan psychiatric hospital is still one of the most terrible Chekist casemates. Punitive psychiatry became widespread after the dissolution of Stalin's Gulag. The concentration camps were quickly replaced by mental hospitals. Ambulances began to ply the streets of villages and towns instead of the "black raven". The medical staff enlisted by the punitive organs and the military-industrial complex, reinforced by former criminals, coped with their duties perfectly.
In 1961, the new criminal legislation providentially did not include an article punishing crimes committed with the use of psychiatry. In the mid-1970s, the Empire of Evil's population found themselves in the role of peculiar hostages. Now any citizen who did not please the authorities could be charged with insanity and imprisoned for any length of time in a yellow prison, with all the ensuing consequences.

In 1983, the Soviet Society of Psychiatrists, VOP, was forced to withdraw from the World Psychiatric Association. Otherwise it would have been expelled from there for using psychiatry for political and punitive purposes. In 1988, by the Decree of the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of the USSR, “Regulations on the conditions and procedure of psychiatric care” were adopted, providing a number of positive changes in psychiatric practice. In 1989, the VPA was again accepted into the VPA with the condition that Soviet psychiatrists would henceforth strictly fulfill the requirements of the above document and publicly acknowledge the abuses of psychiatry for political and other criminal purposes that took place in the Soviet Union.

Soviet psychiatry officials not only admitted all the facts of the criminal use of psychiatry. They swore to the leadership of the WPA that now Soviet psychiatry would fulfill all the requirements universally recognized by the world community and would become an example for other states. As you know, the humpbacked grave will be the better for the humpbacked. In the Soviet Union, no one intended to reconstruct the system of psychiatry. In 1992, the Russian Association of Psychiatrists decided to expel the Association of Psychiatrists from its ranks. But the USSR collapsed, and the VOP quickly changed its coloring, under the new name "Federation of Psychiatric Societies of the CIS", became a member of the WPA again.

**INTERPRETATION OF MENTAL ILLNESS**

In the 1970s, the USSR Ministry of Health developed and implemented in medical institutions a document called "Interpretation of Mental Illnesses," according to which any Soviet person could be accused of insanity. For the same purpose Professor Snezhnevsky developed the non-existent in nature "sluggish schizophrenia". Mental hospitals began to be filled with citizens who disagreed with the foreign and domestic policies of the communist state, or who dared to criticize their superiors or expose the crimes they committed.

In 1988, the USSR had one of the highest numbers of psychiatric patients in the world. In civilized countries the victims of psychotronic influence are paid: in the USA - 1.5 million dollars, in Canada - 700 thousand dollars, in Australia - 200 thousand dollars. In the countries of the former Soviet Union, where, unlike in the West, the victim is tortured with extreme cruelty, if a person declares about the psychotronic influence on him, the authorities immediately and forcibly put him in a psychiatric hospital. In addition to psychotronic torture, the monsters in white coats will conduct pharmacological experiments. Psychiatrists refer to the pattern rulings of the so-called "people's courts," which are more reminiscent of the courts of the medieval Inquisition or Stalin's troika.

Recently, psychiatrists have claimed that there are practically no mentally healthy people in the former Soviet Union. Naturally, the question arises whether the entire nation can be inferior? If we take into account the psychotronic treatment of the whole population, it is certainly correct Political scientists, sociologists and psychiatrists try to argue that the nation has become inferior because of
the sharp change in the political and social situation in the country. Suffice it to recall the statistics on mental illness after World War II, when the political, economic and social situation in the country was much more difficult than the present one. However, the statistical figures of that time did not differ much from generally accepted world standards.

Independent psychiatrist-researchers claim that mental illness manifests itself as early as childhood. Only a small percentage of the population may suffer from acquired mental illnesses, which are easily stabilized by modern pharmacological means. According to their estimates, there is not a single person suffering from a chronic mental illness who has been cured in a psychiatric hospital. In a conversation with human rights activists, this information was confirmed by the chief psychiatrist of Russia.

In 1975, scientists at the All-Union Research Institute of General and Forensic Psychiatry named after Serbsky invented and tested a revolutionary method of treating mental disorders. For example, schizophrenia was cured in just one hour. The treatment was cheap and reliable. The unique invention was immediately classified.

- Why? - the average person asks.
Because as soon as this invention was made public, the entire Yellow Gulag would have to be dissolved and new Soviet psychiatric diseases like Snezhnevsky's sluggish schizophrenia or "Paranoia of the struggle" would have to be invented for millions of mentally healthy prisoners.

To fool the public, the criminal authorities and psychiatrists even resort to the teachings of those psychiatrists whom they had not previously recognized. For example, to justify the rise of mental illness, they pull out the teachings of Italian psychiatrist Lambroso, who claimed that a person who rebels against the authorities or commits a criminal offense has a psychiatric illness. They cite as examples the non-existent insanities of entire nations. In the heat of competition, in terms of veiling the crime, they sometimes reach the point of complete absurdity.

Kozyrev, Moscow's chief psychiatrist (he is also the chief doctor at the Kashchenko psychiatric hospital), tries to implement his theory of so-called psychoinduction, according to which psychiatric illnesses can be transmitted to others, like the flu or the common cold. All this happens against the background of the disclosure of psychotronic warfare in the former Soviet Union.

**HEALTH DEPARTMENT**

In 1995, the director of the Moscow Health Department, Solovyov, issued Order 252, according to which medical workers were forbidden to give patients their medical outpatient records in their hands. This order gives an opportunity to use psychiatry as a screen to disguise the open use of psychotronic weapons against the population, to conceal the unfavorable ecological situation from the population, to conduct medical and biological experiments with impunity, to use psychiatry for punitive purposes, to use documents as dossiers on citizens, to hide the unprofessionalism of doctors and to avoid responsibility.

This document is an open attack on human rights. It contradicts the provisions of the law on compulsory health insurance and the provisions of national and international health law, which require patients to be given all medical documents concerning their health.
In early 1996, the Moscow Health Department drafted another totalitarian document according to which it was decided to equip the train stations and all the approaches to the capital with filtration points operated by psychiatrists and the police. Now everyone who is badly dressed, as well as people with a strange expression, or having no documents, or talking about psychotronic weapons passes through them. Assuming the reaction that would follow, the Department of Health plans to equip emergency doctors with police radios and gas weapons in the near future, and to increase the security of medical facilities in case citizens who have suffered attacks at the hands of health workers who have taken on unnatural for their profession police and punitive functions.

And our medicine? Medical workers in the former Soviet Union had and still have the lowest qualifications among their colleagues from civilized countries. State agencies of the former Soviet Union have received and continue to receive the greatest number of complaints about medical professionals. The medical drugs produced and released in the former Soviet Union did not and do not meet the world standards. Many drugs had pronounced side effects, some were not suitable for the treatment of people. The USSR ranked first in the world for conducting uncontrolled experiments on humans and animals. The former Soviet Union had and still has an extensive network of closed KGB-FSB, Interior Ministry and Defense Ministry research institutes with the main focus areas being medicine and psychiatry.

An unofficial survey of psychiatrists showed that 15% of them had deviations in mental health before entering medical universities. When they received their diplomas as psychiatrists, they pursued the goal of asserting themselves in society and being able to treat their own mental illnesses. 10% of psychiatrists suffer from occupational diseases, which manifest themselves as nervous and mental disorders. 70% of all psychiatrists cooperate with the military-industrial complex, the Interior Ministry and special services.

The Russian government has prepared a decree on mandatory psychiatric examination of all persons of retirement age. Before giving any assessment of the latest humiliation of the nation, it is necessary to ask the classic question accepted in such cases:
- Who benefits from this?

Let us turn to the history of our long-suffering country. Recall Stalin's concentration camps for the disabled, whose prisoners freed millions of square meters of living space and spared the state from paying pensions and providing free medical care. As you can see, history is repeating itself.

**HOW TO TREAT THE VICTIMS?**

In June 1995, Russian Deputy Minister of Health A. Tsaregorodtsev made an official statement to the Russian State Duma that all persons with mental illnesses that have a connection to the activities of religious and other organizations will be treated on a general basis. The creation of special centers for the rehabilitation of sectarians is not planned and is not envisioned by the law. In written responses and conversations with human rights activists, Tsaregorodtsev categorically denied the possibility of any external influence on a person's psychophysical activity. What about the licenses and diplomas for "sorcerers" issued by his agency and experiments conducted in mental hospitals with the use of psychotronic generators?
- How should we understand Mr. Tsaregorodtsev? Somewhere he admits such a possibility. Somewhere he completely denies it! What is he going to "treat" citizens caught in the net of the State terror machine? Psychotropics? Special drugs? Sorcerers? Psychotronic generators? Psychiatrists, who received the first batch of sectarians, were convinced that they do not respond to any treatment. Of course not! The psychotronic terror continues in the asylum. The terrorists do not leave their victims alone until they die!

After taking a pill, it is impossible for a soldier to defend himself from a bullet, and it is impossible for a test subject to defend himself from the radiation components of a psychotronic weapon. A soldier can only be protected by a bulletproof vest and helmet. **A test subject can only be protected by special screens or special electronic equipment.**

The drugs administered in mental hospitals (many of them are banned worldwide), are behavior modifiers. They contribute to turning people into biorobots, increasing psychophysical torture and torture. Psychotropic drugs do not protect people from psychotronic weapons. Ho psychiatrists don't discharge victims until they lie and say no one else is affecting them. Only a small fraction of victims in mental hospitals are treated neutrally.

**TACIT POLYGONS**

As part of special programs, medical and pharmacological centers, military and special services have been using mental hospitals as testing grounds for several decades, testing and improving the technology of biological, chemical, psychotronic and other modern weapons on experimental subjects deprived of all rights. According to the assessments of the prisoners of the Yellow Gulag, human rights activists and honest psychiatrists, domestic mental hospitals are the worst prisons that have nothing to do with medical institutions.

The data from the questionnaires of the victims of the psychotronic weapons show that 90% of them are pathologically afraid of people in white coats and compare them to medieval executioners or Lubyanka interrogators. Earlier people jumped out of bed at night, frightened by the screeching of the brakes of the "black raven" of the NKVD-KGB, but now they jump out of bed frightened by the screeching of the brakes of the ambulance under their windows.

- The only thing more frightening than an asylum is death! - say the inmates of the yellow prisons.
- The KGB remote torture chamber is the worst! - say victims of psychotronic weapons.

Several years ago the Federal Government adopted a program of further improvement and modernization of the technology of controlling the psychophysical activity of the human being. It was assumed that due to its implementation the number of "guinea pigs" would increase several times. In order to conceal this monstrous crime another program was adopted called "Improvement of psychiatric assistance to the population". Within its framework, several hundreds of yellow prisons are to be constructed in Russia by 1997, and the old buildings, which are still usable, are to be repaired as soon as possible.

The authorities are also developing an addendum to the criminal code, giving broad rights to psychiatrists and the police to forcibly place citizens in psychiatric prisons. Casuistic documents are being drafted that tendentiously interpret the mental illness clinic in favor of criminals. To
implement these actions, in 1996 a psychiatrist is appointed to the post of Minister of Health of Russia. Representatives of one of the dirtiest professions in the world are also appointed to various key positions in the near abroad. In 1997 psychiatrists together with the Ministry of Internal Affairs and the FSB launched a mass hunt for victims of psychotronic and other exotic terror. As before, as many years ago, psychiatry remains the only and most stable cover-up for the unpunished commission of a monstrous crime against the population.

TO THE REMNANTS OF REASON, IN THE NAME OF STOPPING THE BIOROBOTANIZED MADNESS

In 1990, at the 2nd International Conference on Human Rights in Leningrad, the international community received information from human rights activists about the use of psychotronic weapons on a massive scale in the Empire of Evil. In 1991, five Rostov scientists in an open letter to Presidents Gorbachev and Yeltsin demanded an immediate ban on psychotronic weapons. They offered their services in creating technical systems of protection against their damaging factors.

In 1991 in Paris, scientists from 20 countries (including the former Soviet Union) signed the International Convention on the prohibition of the use of psychotronic weapons for secret purposes or purposes beyond ethics.

In 1991, at the CSCE Conference on the Human Dimension in Moscow, human rights organizations protested against the use of psychotronic weapons on civilians. At the time, resolutions were sent to the Soviet government demanding that laws prohibiting the use of psychotronic weapons on Soviet territory and the harshest penalties for their use be included in the USSR Constitution and criminal legislation. In their resolutions, human rights activists referred to Article 7 of the Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, which prohibits any experiments on people who have not given their free consent. As a result, in 1992-93, identical articles appeared in the constitutions, which are still not enforced.

The former USSR holds one of the first places in the world for conducting uncontrolled medical-biological and other experiments on people and animals, which contradicts the Tokyo Declaration of the World Medical Association and the principles of medical ethics, approved in 1992 by the UN General Assembly. In 1992 the famous scientists A.Baev, O.Gazenko, B.Petrovsky, P.Simonov, B.Yudin and others called to immediately put experiments on humans and animals under strict ethical control.

On April 21, 1995 in Kiev the Public Council for Planetary Human Security adopted an appeal entitled "To the Remains of Reason for the Termination of Birobotic Madness". The context was the statement of an initiative group headed by the president of the Chernobyl Foundation "Thanksgiving" A. Bazhan and the vice-president of the League of Independent Scientists of Ukraine, doctor of technical sciences V. Sedletsky:

- In order to seize the world power, the special services of the superpowers have developed and already implemented an infernal project of biorobotization of the planet's population. Projects "Afghan Echo", "Savior", "Warning" and others are tied to the 100 kilometer Chernobyl zone. It is a synchronous system, a recombination laser ("Environment Hurricane"). It is a system by which the
behavioral functions of both individual and collective mind can be controlled.

On June 25, 1995 in Kiev at the 2-nd International Scientific and Technical Conference "Human Planetary Security Concept" the following decision was taken:
- To require the Government to introduce the criminal liability for the use of psychotronic, psychotropic and other kinds of psychophysical influence on the human being into the legislation of Ukraine. These technologies represent a new generation of weapons of mass destruction and should be the subject of special attention of the international community.

The Kiev documents were sent to the President of Ukraine, to the UN, to NATO, and to the mass media.

In 1995 the Shield Union conducted an independent examination, which found that human experiments had been conducted in the USSR for a very long time. According to official data, this has been going on since 1977, and by now it has taken on a fairly wide scale. Microwave irradiation, especially prolonged, leads to serious damage to human health and suppresses his will (i.e. turns into a biorobot). With appropriate combinations of frequency, focusing and power of radiation is possible various negative effects on the human body.

INTERNATIONAL DOCUMENTS

In 1968, the creators of the fifth generation computer with artificial intelligence, aware of the danger to humanity posed by their invention, signed a declaration stating that no one had the right to use computers as a tool to manipulate people or to turn computerization against humanity. In the same year, the UN General Assembly adopted a resolution on the protection of human personality and physical and intellectual integrity in the light of advances in biology, medicine and biochemistry.

The Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment, adopted by the UN General Assembly on 10 December 1984, states:
- No law enforcement official may carry out, instigate or tolerate any act which constitutes torture or other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment. No law enforcement official may invoke superior orders or other exceptional circumstances such as a state of war, a threat to national security, internal political instability or any other public emergency as a justification of torture or other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment. Health personnel, particularly physicians, commit gross ethical violations, as well as crimes under applicable international law, if they engage actively or passively in acts that constitute, or incite or attempt to commit, degrading treatment or punishment.

The 1997 Hague International Convention prohibits the use of weapons that cause particularly severe suffering. UN Assembly Resolutions 2444/XXII and 2675/XXV prohibit any military operations against civilians.

MEMO

From the secret memo to the Chairman of the Supreme Soviet of the Russian Federation R.Khasbulatov, dated January 26, 1993:
- We are talking about a branch of knowledge known as parapsychology and psychotronics, on the basis of which since 1977 under official state programs in a number of technically developed countries - USA, Germany, France, Italy, Israel, South Africa, USSR are developing technical means of correction and management of human behavior based on biophysical principles of transmission of control signals over long distances. These are weapons of psychophysical control of intelligence (PCI).

On June 15, 1993 R. Khasbulatov signed the Law "About Weapons", article 6, paragraph "e" of which prohibits the use of weapons and objects based on the use of electrical energy, radioactive radiation and biological factors.

Currently, there are several types of weapons. For example, atomic weapons are the third type, atomic weapons in combination with acousto-biophysical means are the fourth type. Psychotropic weapons based on technical principles - the fifth type. Technotropic weapons, based on the same principles - the sixth type. Biotropic weapons with an impact on the genetic apparatus - a seventh type. Weapons of mass destruction of the fifth to the seventh type do not destroy the technical achievements of society (buildings, structures), do not kill people and animals. They "only" make people manageable and obedient. This logic gave reason to call the new type of weapons environmentally friendly weapons.

Inter-state agreements on disarmament should be seen in terms of the reality of a new and as yet invisible round of armaments (DUI weapons). The renunciation of atomic weapons can be viewed from a slightly different perspective. The freed up funds will be used to pay for the race for a strategic advantage in the field of a new generation of weapons - psychotronic weapons.

**AT A PRESS CONFERENCE**

On April 17, 1996 in Moscow, in the Central House of Journalists at the press-conference "Psycho-weapons and zombification of people" the decision to recognize the existence of psychotronic weapons and their use against the population was made. 1996 in an interview to journalists the Secretary of the Security Council, Assistant to the President of the Russian Federation for National Security, General A.Lebed said:

- We are facing new types of threats that have emerged in connection with the emergence of technologies of psychosemantic modeling of human behavior New, more effective systems of influencing the consciousness and the subconscious of the population are being developed. And there are many examples of this. Moreover, we can assume that the hurricane-like breakdown of values, which occurred in the Soviet Union and then in Russia, was carried out as a special psychological operation.

Every year the former USSR makes hundreds of uncontrolled launches of ballistic missiles into space which delivered into orbit modern space weapons and equipment for space psychotronic stations, dozens of police and spy satellites. While ranting about the peaceful use of space, our country itself violates the Outer Space Treaty, which prohibits the launch into orbit, installation on the Moon, celestial bodies and placement of weapons of mass destruction in outer space.

The use of psychotronic weapons on the population contradicts a whole set of international treaties
and agreements signed by the governments of the leading countries of the world behind closed
doors, but which have recently become publicly available. At present, there is practically no
newspaper in the former Soviet Union that has not published articles about psychotronic weapons
and their use on the population. All "misunderstood" officials, can only be placed in one of two
categories. Either the person is connected to the crime, or he is under psychotronic influence. The
third category simply does not exist.

FOREIGN MEDIA

The foreign media was not left out either. One of the earliest publications is an article entitled
"Brainwashing" by CIA officer Edward Hunter that appeared in a Mayan newspaper in 1952. The
essence of the article was as follows. According to its author, the Chinese and Russians had found
some original, but top secret way to change the mindset of American prisoners.

In 1988, the Washington Post published an article stating that the USSR possessed "bloodless"
weapons capable of controlling human health from a distance, influencing human behavior in any
way, and even killing, without resorting to traditional methods. The FAR expressed concern that the
Russians, using these weapons, might disarm soldiers of U.S. or allied armies stationed in areas
where nuclear weapons were deployed.

In 1990, the same newspaper reported that the Russians might be ahead in the development of
psychotechnology weapons. This concern was fueled by reports of extensive parapsychological
research from Soviet defectors. According to these reports, the Russians have been able to influence
the behavior of others, alter their emotions and health conditions, make them lose consciousness,
and even kill them.

Legislation in Western countries has been introduced to punish such crimes. There are also centers
and committees for the protection of the individual, equipped with special equipment capable of
registering any external influence exerted on the person. Propaganda and advertising of so-called
"psychic" is prohibited.

In the countries of the former Soviet Union, there are no such laws in the legislation. There are no
centers and committees for personal protection, although Moscow and most cities in the country are
literally stuffed with the most modern and diverse equipment capable of not only registering any
radiation, but also protecting the person being treated against any external influence. However, the
authorities do not take any measures to ensure the safety of the population.

PSYCHOTRONIC GOLGOTHA PLAN

According to publications in the official press, television revelations of former party functionaries
and simple logical analysis, we can conclude that the former USSR has long been living according
to the plan of the Central Committee of the CPSU and KGB - "Psychotronic Golgotha" - developed
before perestroika. The initial aim was to show the population the pseudo-democracy, pseudo-
capitalism and then to return to the socialistic state structure by artificially arousing discontent of
the main mass of zombified population and using its support, probably to go the way of China.
If these options did not pass, then the former Soviet Union had to go on capitalist rails. The need for such a plan, the communists firmly believed, was inevitable, because the imperfect Soviet economic system could no longer compete with the West. And the arms race required enormous expenditures. Virtually the entire state worked for the war. In addition, huge gaps appeared in the Iron Curtain, and information about how a free man could live began to flow into the evil empire. The drafters of the monstrous plan did not quite take into account that in the process of its implementation, the creators and executors could have significant differences, because the CPSU Central Committee consists of clans, which will pursue their own, inherent only to them political goals.

YOUR BRAIN, PERSONAL AND INTIMATE LIFE UNDER THE CONTROL OF THE SECRET SERVICES!

Using psychotronic weapons, gangster formations are artificially created and the drug business thrives. This period is used for enrichment and laundering of dirty capital, and artificially created gangster structures and formations, equipped with some elements of psychotronic weapons, for a long time will serve as a cover for the psychotronic system, which is the main military potential of the future military-police state.

At present the intelligence services have all the necessary means to instantly localize any criminal groups and formations, expose and suppress any crime. To see this it is enough to recall statements of some high-ranking KGB officials who claimed that the entire territory of the former Soviet Union is divided into squares, each square is controlled electronically, an electronic dossier is collected on each citizen of the former USSR, not a single KGB officer has spent a single bullet since 1977, within one hour the KGB can find and neutralize any criminal group.

A series of bloodless operations to free hostages can serve as a good example of the KGB's use of psychotronic weapons. These operations were always conducted at the highest level. In the very first days of the negotiations the veteran criminals, who had earlier planned their hostages very carefully, suddenly became childishly naive and started bargaining with the KGB, demanding vodka and drugs in exchange for the release of several hostages. The strange behavior of the criminals defied all rational logic and gave rise to several natural questions. Didn't the criminals really understand that security officers could slip sleeping pills into the alcohol and give them a special drug that would paralyze their will instead of the desired drug? When they were working on the hostage-taking plan did they not take into account and analyze the previous failures connected with the captures?

Armed with psychotronic weapons the Chekists could easily, quietly and quickly localize the criminals. But it would have been conspicuous, and psychotronic weapons are not subject to declassification. Vodka and drugs were the usual cover-ups, which in the case of the danger of exposing the psychotronic treatment of criminals, could always be passed off as a chemically fueled option. But even in this case the question of the naivety of the terrorists arises. To dot all the i's and cross all the t's it is enough to remember the recent past of our country, when the Chekists, in order to justify their activity, terror and artificially creating an image of the enemy, used to blow up bridges, disable machinery, set schools and orphanages on fire, and afterwards blamed some cargo handlers in a Far-Eastern port for all these terrible crimes.
Today's "fighters" of the invisible front remain faithful followers of the ideas of their predecessors. Only in contrast to them, they are equipped with modern superweapons, allowing to commit crimes and sabotage with the hands of others, and then quickly neutralize artificially created "master" criminals, saboteurs and spies. Analyzing the above facts it can be stated that almost all unsuccessful attempts to take hostages and hijack airplanes were carefully planned in the analytical departments of the KGB-FSB-FSB. The command of "Alfa" repeatedly made a statement that their unit could change the political situation in the country in just one day. When asked by journalists how they managed to do all this, the Chekists responded:

- With skill

**SECRET SERVICES’ TACIT METHODS**

- human remote control
- covert electronic surveillance
- murders
- fabrication of criminal cases
- provocations
- misinformation
- tampering
- eavesdropping
- correspondence
- Blocking mail and phones from legitimate users

Modern computer systems, psychotronic equipment, television, electronics, laser devices, artificial satellites and other achievements of scientific and technological progress, have long been a weapon of massive attack on civil and political rights of man. On the territory of the former Soviet Union a person can nowhere be sure that he is not under supervision, that the security services do not control his behavior and do not control his thinking.

Psychotronic equipment allows not only to remotely control a person, but also to influence his psychophysical activity, to control his behavior. Modern apparatus makes it possible to control every word, every movement of a man. Scientific and technological achievements make it possible to penetrate into homes and offices. Electronic and laser equipment makes it possible to remotely listen to telephone conversations and conversations taking place in any room. Infrared equipment allows remote surveillance through an opaque wall. Computational equipment makes it possible to store, accumulate and distribute personal files on millions of citizens.

In order to disperse mass demonstrations and demonstrations, special mobile installations with ultrasound and infrared equipment are already being used by the security services. The use of such units causes panic fear, disorientation, severe headaches, heart attacks, etc. There is no doubt that the president is treated with psychotronic weapons, this circumstance should alert the public, because he, being under the influence of the devil's weapons, can give power to his masters from Lubyanka against his will.

**THE WHITE HOUSE IN THE PSYCHOTRONIC DIMENSION**

During the August 1991 putsch, Colonel General K. Kobets, commander of the White House Defense, publicly stated that the putschists may use psychotronic weapons against the defenders, which, according to the defenders, were used in some areas. During the October events of 1993, according to the participants and the military, the psychotronic weapons have already been used on
a massive scale. Communist clans and special services had carefully planned all artificially created situations related to the White House and Ostankino.

The October conflation of Communist and Fascist banners caused quite natural bewilderment in many people. However, it convincingly confirmed the similarity of their ideologies, the inseparability of their ties, and the identity of their goals. Everyone also remembered the rather strange - if they were considered by military experts - appeals made by the major military leaders of the rebel house. Here are a few of them:
- Dzerzhinsky's division will support us!
- The West Siberian Military District will support us!
- Everyone to storm Ostankino! After capturing it, we will be able to address the people!

These calls came from the mouths of generals who were well versed in the capabilities of military equipment, the real capabilities of the rebels and the unlimited possibilities of the Kremlin. They would have to understand that it would be enough for their enemy to use only one type of non-lethal weapon to prevent starting of any internal combustion engine of Dzerzhinsky division, to suppress all radio-electronic points and navigation equipment of aircraft using space electronics, to cut off all railway and highway communications, so that not a single plane, not a single train, not a single convoy of troops reached Moscow.

They would have to understand and realize that a paramilitary and poorly trained insurgent contingent, armed only with small arms, could not storm, much less seize, such a state strategic and propagandistic institution as Ostankino. Why did the Kremlin make such a monstrous decision to shoot up the White House? It ruined all the democratic achievements of 1991. There is no doubt that the October events were created artificially and served as a springboard for the use of psychotronic weapons for political provocation, political discredit and political speculation.

**HOUR "H"**

At the present time in the former Soviet Union there is a war for power between the clans of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union. Clan with a comfascist bias, the KGB-FSB has psychotronic weapons, using which is trying to change the political, economic and social situation in the country. Clan policy of Comfascists and other clans includes in their program the use of psychotronic weapons to artificially create interethnic conflicts in the former Soviet Union.

The fact that Soviet people, brought up on international traditions and hatred of fascism, began to support fascist organizations and actively participate in local military conflicts aimed at national animosity and hatred towards other nations, speaks for the fact that this policy is firmly embedded in our life and has been implemented in practice for several years.

It is probably appropriate to recall here the warning of the last General Secretary M. Gorbachev, who said that the clans of the CPSU Central Committee will not give up the country so easily. They will start their war for power by paralyzing the economy and inciting ethnic hatred, which subsequently will escalate into local wars that can not be stopped until a state of emergency is introduced in those areas and in the state itself, which would begin to create a military-police state.
Long before the plan was implemented analytical departments of the CPSU Central Committee and the KGB had developed mechanisms of artificial creation of inter-regional explosive geopolitical zones in the USSR that during the period of its implementation were to destabilize the situation in the country.

By skillfully using artificially created hotbeds of tension, creators of this monstrous plan acquired unlimited opportunities to manipulate the political, economic and social situation in the country. The most suitable regions were selected for the creation of such zones: Karabakh, Moldova, Georgia and Chechnya.

Chaos, criminogenic situation, hyperinflation, interethnic conflicts and local wars, outburst of discontent, fully suit the comfashists. Their leaders have lately been stating almost openly that the ground has been prepared for a transition to another state system. All that remains is to wait for the tipping point. That is when their long-awaited "Hour" will come. Trends of the state security system prevailing over warring clans began to emerge. It is as if the FSB became a separate structure and set itself the goal of independently seizing power.

**THE DISPASSIONATE NUMBERS ARE RINGING THE ALARM BELL**

According to official statistics, the population of the former Soviet Union is dying out. Life expectancy fluctuates at the level of underdeveloped countries. The mortality rate far exceeds the birth rate. Child mortality, by which our country has always been one of the leading countries in the world, still tends to increase. Honest scientists warn that the psychotronic warfare will destroy most of the population, will lead to degradation and psychotronic enslavement of the peoples of the former Soviet Union. Confirmation of these warnings can be seen in the monstrous statistics, which is more reminiscent of the reports of Sovinformbureau during World War II.

Scientists predict that the population will continue to decline without a recovery. Already now they warn that today's first-graders will become handicapped during their years in high school or will not live to see a high school diploma at all. Official statistics state that there is not a single person in the country who does not suffer from a chronic disease, for many of which we rank among the first in the world. The contingent of the armed forces of the former Soviet Union consists of 70% of soldiers who have no place in the army but in hospital beds.

The former empire of evil is shaken by epidemics of the worst diseases, which, according to medics, were ended once and for all in the Middle Ages. Every day thousands of citizens who were poisoned by substandard food apply to medical institutions. The former Soviet Union ranks first in the world in terms of the number of crimes committed. It leads in the number of suicides and abortions. The number of aviation, railroad and automobile accidents brings the former Soviet Union to the pedestal of record-breakers in this area.

The curve of accidents at environmentally harmful industries is steadily moving vertically. Chernobyl, Chelyabinsk, Semipalatinsk, and Novaya Zemlya have claimed millions of lives and turned vast areas into uninhabited spaces. Other figures are also depressing. Someone wants very much to ignore these terrible data. Someone aims to hide them from the population, to remove the
purposefulness, to give them their own interpretation, to belittle their importance. Life calls on the careless population to take emergency measures to ensure their safety.

5. CUSTOMERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF PSYCHOTRONIC WEAPONS

In the 1970s and 1980s, information began to appear in the Soviet press about the development of psychotronic weapons in some Western countries. It was told about its application to the population in order to control society. Our political scientists compared it to the Nazi atrocities in World War II. They hypocritically dismissed the accusations of blatant violations of basic human rights made against the Soviet Union.

In the early 1990s the Iron Curtain was lifted. The world learned about the monstrous crimes committed by the communists against their own people and the terrible statistics. The veil of secrecy regarding the creation of domestic psychotronic weapons and their use against the population was lifted. Some scientists and political scientists are still spreading the information that the psychotronic war against the population of the former Soviet Union is conducted by the West and the mafia structures, rather than the CPSU and KGB. If this information is accepted as reality, then why is the government silent? Are security services passive? How is it possible to deny the facts of manufacture of the same weapons in our country and their mass usage?

According to declassified documents the creation of domestic psychotronic weapons goes back to the distant 1920s. In 1924, OGPU Special Branch officer biologist G. Barchenko planned to lead an expedition to Tibet to learn the Tibetan magic, which could be used to control people's behavior. Suddenly the expedition was cancelled. G. Barchenko was a cover for another expedition, headed by the same special department employee, artist N. Roerich, which was already moving deep into Tibet on the instructions of Dzerzhinsky. Roerich not only successfully completed the task, but also brought to the Lubyanka eight monks, experts in Tibetan magic, elements of which later formed the basis of creation of psychotronic weapons.

In 1937 mass shootings and repressions began. Stalin's Gulag for "enemies of the people" arose. Those under investigation incriminated themselves for committing grave crimes. At this time the Western press was full of articles about the influence of hypnosis, Tibetan powders, etc. on the accused. Academician V. Bekhterev, Dzerzhinsky's daughter M. Talce and associate professor D. Luntz participated in creation of the first prototypes of psychotronic weapons. There is information, that academician I.Pavlov worked on creation of psychotronic weapons. After the Second World War, the Soviet military and security services, having received secret documents of the Third Reich in the field of creation of psychotronic weapons, began intensive work on its improvement.

In the 40's in the Vladimir region, under the guise of an ordinary "sharashka" was created Bioradiological Research Institute, engaged in development of psychotronic weapons. Secret laboratories with the same focus were created in the Research Institute of Nuclear Physics, whose director was Academician I.Kurchatov. In the 50's the first reports on the harmful effects of ionizing radioactive radiation, particularly radioactive isotopes, and the possibility of their use for the destruction of human life began to appear in the Soviet press. Newspapers reported on the use of radiation by ultrasound and microwaves. In the 60's there were serious notes about the possibility of using ultrashort radio waves to affect humans.
In 1967, studies in the field of psychotronics begin in Saratov. To conduct the experiment they choose a group of adolescents, who almost all die. Only one is kept alive and used for further experiments in a global program, which involves changing the social and role functions of people. The Saratov zombie makes it to Moscow in the 1980s. There he learns that the experiment covers ten Soviet cities with advanced defense industries and that human testing has been coordinated with a number of authorities and the government.

In the '70s, small publications appeared in the Western press about the KGB’s use of radiation exposure to radioactive isotopes against undesirables, with dire consequences. When attempts were made to get these people investigated, they were accused of insanity.

PSYCHOTRONIC RESEARCH

In the 1980s, for the first time in the Soviet press began to appear publications exposing customers and manufacturers of domestic psychotronic weapons. According to documents published in the press, customers of domestic psychotronic weapons are: CPSU Central Committee, KGB, USSR Ministry of Defense, USSR Ministry of Internal Affairs, Cabinet of the USSR Council of Ministers, Atomenergoprom. After reading this chapter some readers might think that I am trying to deny the existence of such weapons in the West. No, you are not! The West, too, did not sit idly by.

The head firm in the country engaged in the development of unconventional fields is the ISTC Vent. Previously this office was called the Center of unconventional technologies at the CCSTC of the USSR. According to the director of this center Akimov the cost of psychotronic weapons projects of the USSR Ministry of Defense alone amounted to 23 million rubles. In total 30 billion rubles were spent to create psychotronic weapons. The main areas of the center's research:

- Remote medical-biological impact on troops and enemy population with spinor-torsion emitters
- Remote psychophysical influence on troops and population with spinor-torsion emitters
- Medico-biological protection of troops and population from exposure to spinor-torsion emitters

A psychotronic generator is an electron-beam equipment, which causes a controlled control effect in the human body. A list of research in the field of psychotronics has been published. From the column "Level of Readiness" one can learn about real-world applications of devilish programs. Here are just a few that are actually applied:

- 8.5. mental modulators. Applied in the real world.
- 8.10. radio voice (inner voice). Translator of thoughts and actions. It is used in real conditions.

It turned out that the influence of spinor-torsion emitters does not weaken with increasing
distance. Houses and constructions are not an obstacle for it. Impact can be directed to any person or group of people. For exposure it is enough to have photos of future victims or to mark on the map the point of deployment (town, village). With the help of exposure you can get full information about the object. It is possible to make the object sick, disabled, insane, to torture him. It is possible to liquidate the object without traces of violent death.

**INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION**

One of the first on the list of developers of psychotronic weapons is the Institute for Problems of Materials Science of the Ukrainian SSR Academy of Sciences, headed by Academician Trefilov. Psychotronic generators have long been coming off the assembly line of the Octava plant in Kiev.

Orders for psychotronic weapons did not pass over the famous ANT. ANT was advised to include a couple of teams of people in its structure. In particular, there was a division conducting research in some curious areas. For example, sensorics, the biofield, unconventional mathematics. The research was funded by the ANT, although the results became the domain of another organization. When the tank scandal broke out in which predsovmina Ryzhkov was involved, who had previously signed official documents on the development of new modifications of psychotronic weapons, this department quietly withdrew and dissolved.

**RADAR FACILITIES**

In 1992 systems of radar complexes based on beam reflection from Earth's ionosphere were created. Included in these systems phased antennas can work for radiation, create a single psychotronic field, able to influence the behavior of the population. Such systems were created in Chernobyl and Krasnoyarsk-26.

For several years in Anokhin Scientific Research Institute of Normal Physiology, a group of scientists headed by the head of the department of normal human physiology Medelanovsky and a group of scientists headed by the head of the laboratory of the Research Institute of Radioelectronics Godik conducted secret laboratory and clinical tests to create technologies to change the states of the brain and the corresponding somatic states of the whole body. Tests of technologies for control of mental and somatic states were successful. Discovery of more perfect technology made a reality of controlling any person as a robot at any distance.

In 1990 the new method was highly evaluated by the Ministry of Health of the USSR and the USSR Academy of Sciences. The former Minister of Foreign Affairs E. Shevardnadze rendered great support to the scientists. It is known from the words of research workers that they received tens of thousands of letters for several decades. Victims of psychotronic weapons, knowing the real profile of the institutes, asked their leaders Sudakov and Gulyaev for technical protection, but they left these requests without any attention.

**ELECTRODES IN THE BRAIN**

In 1990, the USSR Cabinet of Ministers allocated a large sum of money to IEM (Director N. Bekhterev). The Leningrad IEM was the first in the USSR to use the method of implanting
electrodes into the human brain to control its activity. The IEM, and later the Center "Brain" solved the problem of modeling the neural networks of the human brain to create biorobots. IEM performed orders from the military and the KGB. There is no doubt that the "Brain" center was created to develop the latest types of psychotronic weapons.

Psychotronic weapons are also being developed at the Institute of Medical Sciences, headed by Academician V. Kaznacheev. In an interview with local radio broadcasting journalists Kaznacheev admitted that in early 1990 his institute took orders from the military to develop psychotronic weapons. Employees of this institute in confidential conversations said that their institute accepted such orders more than twenty years ago. On the question of a journalist from the local newspaper "Moment of truth" about the reality of application of psychotronic weapons to the population V. Kaznacheev asked the journalist "to forget this topic".

- You can’t imagine what kind of control you’ll get after that! - he added.

In one of his conversations with victims of psychotronic weapons academician Kaznacheev called 70% of all psychics mentally ill and refused to give protection devices, referring to the fact that his institute does not have and never had any devices, although the ICEM is literally stuffed with the most diverse modern and unique equipment. This very institute was visited in early 1990 by Marshal Akhromeyev and General Crow in order to check for the creation of monstrous superweapons, which frightened off the overseas politicians and military.

**RADIOSON**

In 1974, the State Committee for Inventions registered at once an invention and discovery called "Method of inducing artificial sleep at a distance by means of radio waves". The hypno-emitter was successfully tested in 1974 in the military unit 71592 stationed near Novosibirsk. According to calculations, the power of the generators is enough to effectively treat a city with an area of about one hundred square kilometers.

**CLOSED RULING**

According to Decree of the CPSU Central Committee and USSR Council of Ministers ¹ 137-47 of January 27, 1986 "Lava-5" and "Ruslo-1" sections were worked in several scientific departments on the themes "Kosmorhythm-3", "Orion", "Fundamental research of principles and methods of remote non-contact correction of functional condition of complex technical and biological systems by physical fields with pulse-code organization and their experimental and design support".

Information about contacts between the USSR and the USA in the field of joint control over psychotronics appeared in the mass media. The document under 174-90/16, signed by KGB Chairman V. Kryuchkov and U.S. Secretary of Defense C. Weinberg, appears in the press. But this does not mean that the U.S. is conducting a psychotronic war against the peoples of the former Soviet Union. However, the long-standing silence of communist and post-communist governments against the background of the disclosure of activities to destroy the population defies any logical explanation. If they act together, the crime takes even more monstrous forms.

**WHO TO SEARCH?**
The father of psychotropic weapons, General Rogozin, has now been removed from his post. He has settled in with the FSB. Rumor has it that the FSB is supposedly going to start some kind of investigation. One cannot help but wonder:

- Who will the FSB be looking for? Is it looking for itself? Or the bandit Grishka, who is in possession of a super-weapon? Maybe the Chekists will be looking for CIA officers who have settled in basements and attics of apartment buildings? Who else?

It does not take much intelligence to understand that super-weapons are only in the hands of the state. Consequently, the FSB will be looking for a black cat in a dark room that has never been there. At the same time the circle of accomplices expands. In the history of our country this already happened in 1937, when death sentences were collectively forced to be signed.

Under the guise of "humane" ideas, new government programs of criminal encroachments on the human brain are planned. In the top-secret resolution of the State Committee on Science and Technology of the Supreme Soviet of the USSR 58 dated July 4, 1991 "permission" to continue research on spinal and lepton fields was given. The Center for Non-Traditional Technologies of the State Committee on Science and Technology of the USSR was instructed to study the effects of remote influence on the troops and the population with torsion radiators.

In recent years more than 50 research institutes have been legally involved in implementation of devilish projects. Huge amounts of money have been allocated to them. However, the lovers of mankind believe that the funds are still not enough to start the N plants, which conveyors are under-equipped with combat psychotronic generators. In 1994 (in the midst of uncovering the facts of using psychotronic weapons against the population) the newspaper "Moskovskie Novosti" published an appeal for donations for the creation of more advanced types of modern weapons.

At the same time the State Duma Commission has been stomping around for several years and is unable to push through the powerful barrier of lobbyists to pass a bill on the protection of the human psychosphere.

**A POLICY OF DOMESTIC TERRORISM**

In spite of the psychotron terror, a human rights movement was formed in the former Soviet Union in 1989 to fight the heinous crime of the century. The authorities and the special services unleashed the full force of the repressive system on the defenseless and sparse human rights organizations. Here are some of the unspoken repressions:

- suppression of protests
- murder of human rights defenders and their relatives
- Artificial creation of internal organ disease
- Discrimination against human rights organizations and their leaders
- activist arrests
- psychiatric hospitalization
- Blocking mail and phone to legitimate users
- The obstacle to the registration of the All-Russian and International Organization of Victims of
• blocking the receipt of financial aid through banks and commercial structures

Law enforcement agencies refuse to conduct forensic examinations of devices disabling the components of psychotronic weapons. Sanitary and epidemiological stations refuse to measure the electromagnetic field in the apartments of victims, citing incompetence and poor technical equipment. Research institutes demand exorbitant fees for expertise. Medical specialists refuse to register obvious traces of remote influence, hand out ambulatory cards and medical reports and deprive victims of medical care in clinics and hospitals.

Many victims, individually and collectively, have appealed to presidents, governments, and other state agencies tasked with protecting the legal rights, interests, and safety of citizens. Presidents and authorities of post-Soviet countries get off with formal replies, remain silent, apply repression and psychiatric neutralization to the applicants. This once again confirms the state policy of internal terrorism. mass enslavement and destruction!

CRAZY WATER

In turn, the zombified population perceives information about psychotronic warfare with a smile or irony. Meanwhile, the psychotronic weapon is a monstrous weapon. Here it is appropriate to recall an ancient Sufi legend.

...In one village people drank water from an enchanted well and became insane. Only one man did not drink. He was normal. He tried to convince others not to do it either. But his fellow villagers did not understand him. They mocked him, threw stones at him. This man could not stand it and drank the crazy water himself. He became as crazy as everybody else.

We have a similar situation. The difference is that the ancient man was alone. Today, many people are screaming about the psychotronic enslavement and destruction of the population. But their warnings hang in the air and remain a voice crying in the wilderness.

THE ELECTRONIC GOD PUNISHES AND PARDONS HIS CHILDREN

Many victims of the psychotronic terror tried to find salvation in churches. They hoped for the protection of the Almighty. But those who sit behind the controls of the psychotronic weapons are not afraid of God. They torture their victims even in churches. They torture with extreme cruelty. They mock their faith. Desecrate the sacred feelings of hundreds of millions of believers. The Bible calls the end of the 20th century the end of the world. The Indian Vedas state that the end of the world will come with man's creation of mind-transmitting weapons. Not some unknown force will destroy humanity, but man himself will destroy life on earth.

The transformation of the population into a slave society for several decades has been carried out through the media and from ground-based psychotronic stations. In conjunction with ideologized education with closed borders and closed external sources of information. Communist slogans and symbols on buildings, architecture and books, fictitious heroes-fanatics and pagan worship of leaders with composed biographies also contributed to the perversion of people's consciousness. In
the early 1970s, psychotronic stations were launched into space. Since then, the electronic God punishes and pardons his unruly children.

**DEMOCRATIC ELECTIONS ARE IMPOSSIBLE UNDER THE CONDITIONS OF PSYCHOTRONIC PROCESSING OF THE POPULATION**

The political manipulation of the population with psychotronic weapons was especially noticeable during the election campaign of 1995. A survey of residents of some regions showed that the majority of them were indifferent. People do not want to participate in elections. The bulk of the population prefers communists and nationalists who are pursuing the goal of returning to the past. Is this natural? Of course not! With the opening of the Iron Curtain and the advent of glasnost, the population was well aware of the basic principles of communist ideology. It was based on the violence of the individual, the degradation of human values, and the transformation of the population into a society of conformists.

The partially declassified and published documents from Staraya Ploshchad and the Lubyanka Square clearly demonstrated the anti-humanity, monstrousness, and supercriminality of the communist regime. In terms of the number of destroyed, deprived, deported and humiliated own citizens, the regime surpassed all states. There is virtually no family in the former Empire of Evil in which there is not one person who has not suffered under the Communist regime. Before assessing the unnatural sympathies of the population, it is necessary to understand some questions, which could be formulated as follows.

- To what strata of society can we classify people who do not want to be free, but prefer to be slaves?
- Such people are classified as flawed, degraded.
- How can you call people who want to defend their right to be slaves?
- You cannot call them otherwise than zombified.
- What kind of state would a person want to live in? A totalitarian or a democracy?
- Of course in a democracy! - Any sane person will tell you.

However, most of the former Soviet citizens, who experienced firsthand all the charms of the communist regime, are choosing to go back to the past. This means they voluntarily want to live their lives as they will be dictated by the ruling elite, which they will also uncomplainingly serve as they have done for over seventy years.

In a totalitarian state man will not belong to himself. His private and intimate life will be the property of the state. No person would want to voluntarily forfeit these rights and freedoms, given to him by God and nature from birth. However, former Soviet citizens are joining the ranks of neo-communists, even despite the revelations of such communist apologists as S. Umalatova. She found the strength to call her comrades-in-arms a pack of jackals fighting for the seat of power. A person who has chosen totalitarianism renounces his natural right to say what he wants, to freely practice his beliefs, to associate in political parties and public organizations, to hold meetings and rallies, to move freely around the country, to travel abroad freely and return to the country freely, to live and work wherever he wants, to have private property and land.
The Kremlin Democrats were Communists in the not too distant past. Some of them remain so to this day. The only difference is that they belong to different communist clans. Consequently, our country's democracy is not a real democracy, but a communist one. But whatever it is, it is still better than the regime under which the Soviet people lived. The ancient truth is that you have to choose the lesser of two evils. Today, most of the citizens of the former Evil Empire support the neo-communists. None of them have asked themselves a simple question:
- Why is it necessary to strive for the return of the terrible and anti-human past? Isn't it better to strive for a better present?

None of them considered the fact that the neo-communists only intend to use them as cannon fodder in their struggle. In the current artificial situation in the country, it is impossible to return to the old state system. You cannot step into the same river twice. Everything flows and everything changes. At the present time, Russia can only come to the most despicable and monstrous state system, the name of which is comfascism. The only way to justify the citizens' unnatural sympathies for the past is to gain an unequal starting position after the fall of the Communist regime. If a party member or an economic nomenklatura with stolen money and connections was free to open his own business and quickly become rich, the majority of ordinary workers and clerks remained in the role of service staff.

During the 1995 election campaign, IHRC was approached by citizens who claimed that someone was treating them with psychotronic generators. An invisible voice penetrated their brains, convincing them to vote for the Communists. There were reports in the media from specialists in the military-industrial complex involved in the development of psychotronic weapons. They said that they were periodically approached by political functionaries with tempting offers in terms of providing them, for a fee, with specialists with psychotronic generators to process voters, with the aim of getting a majority of votes in elections. The skillfully simulated situation in the country created favorable conditions for the Communists to win the election. The long-standing, monstrous psychotronic experiment on the population brought its masters the first tangible results.

INITIAL PROTESTS

On December 10, 1995 members of the human rights movement, waging an unequal struggle against the heinous crime of the century, held the first demonstration of victims of psychotronic weapons in Moscow in the history of the Empire of Evil. Here are the main slogans:
- Free expression of the will of the citizens, democratic elections are not possible under the conditions of psychotronic treatment of the population!
- Comfascists are coming to power, using psychotronic weapons on the population!
- No to psychotronic weapons!
- CPSU and KGB to the International Tribunal!

After the end of the election campaign, human rights activists prepared a number of documents, testifying to the artificially created by criminal methods environment in the country, contributing to the victory of the Communists in the elections. The documents were sent to the Supreme Court of Russia. Having considered the application and the documents attached to it, the Supreme Court found the arguments of human rights defenders unconvincing. However, human rights activists did
not agree with the court's decision and are preparing a more competent application to recognize all elections since 1995 as invalid.

QUIETLY SNEAKING TO POWER, ACCORDING TO THE SCRIPT OF THE PUPPET THEATER OF OBRAZTSOV

The comfascists, armed with psychotronic weapons, begin to occupy key positions in the country without much difficulty. Everything is provided for. The Commuma passes laws to return to the past. The Yellow Gulag works at full capacity. New yellow prisons are opened, ready to accept all dissenting and zombified citizens. The president, treated with psychotronic weapons and surrounded by a comfascist clique, is waiting for the denouement. The Kremlin rulers, mostly composed of political crooks who have stolen a lot of money, cede seats of power to their comrades-in-arms from Staraya Square and the Lubyanka, who are ready to empty their pockets at any moment, bloody Party cards. The future leaders and teachers of enslaved peoples sing nightingale songs about the beautiful communist past and an equally beautiful future. They swear that after they came to power, and they never went anywhere, to quickly put an end to crime, capitalism and unemployment, to make everyone equal and happy.

Psychotronic censorship sifts through a psychotronic sieve all publications. It is vigilantly watching to ensure that secret information about super-weapons and their application to the population does not get into the press. Authorities put obstacles and disrupt mass protests to expose and stop the psychotronic warfare. Psychotronic terrorists destroy victims.

Sabotage, lawlessness, delayed payment of pensions and wages, high prices, beggars in subways and city streets, wide gap between poor and rich, unemployment, crime, local regional wars and other artificially created social upheavals, along with psychotronic processing of population, were to anger people and return them to communist ideals. The coming to power of any varieties of communist persuasion would inevitably lead to the restoration of the communist regime, to its worst times, and would serve as the beginning of the unification of the former Soviet Union into a single military-police state, controlled by psychotronic weapons.

Zombified population is a set of puppets controlled by puppeteers. By skillfully pulling the levers and pressing the buttons on the control panels of the psychotronic weapons, they lead people to one or the other extreme point. The population, which lost millions of lives during the monstrous experiment, put into a hopeless situation, obediently moves along the pre-planned psychotronic corridor, facing new tragedies, hardships and trials.

YOU CAN'T HIDE THE TRUTH IN A BAG!

At present, the President of the Russian Federation has imposed a strict ban on the dissemination of information concerning the secret activities of the Ministry of Defense and special services. The presidential administration explains this prohibition by the necessary measures to prevent the leak of secret information to the West and to the so-called mafia structures. Such a decision by the president would be certainly correct if Russia were a constitutional state, where military and special services were tightly controlled by the democratic parliament and public institutions.
The former Evil Empire, with its center in the Russian Federation, is a post-Communist space where all human rights are flagrantly violated and all national and international legal norms are flagrantly ignored. Special services use psychotronic and other types of modern exotic weapons against the population for political purposes.

With the appointment of a new chief of the KGB-FSB in 1996, this agency was completely coded and engaged in the former terrorist activities (materials of the conference "KGB - yesterday, today, tomorrow"). The West does not need informants, because it has exhaustive information related to the defense capability of the former Soviet Union. Mafia structures were artificially created by security services to disguise their criminal activity.

The population for over 30 years has been subjected to psychotronic treatment. Consequently, the president's ban is intended to veil the crime and avoid fair retribution. The post-Communist space, with its multitude of states located on its territory, is reminiscent of a steam locomotive speeding through a tunnel, which has no second track to turn sideways and avoid collision with the locomotive that came from the opposite side.

**THREAT TO NATIONAL SECURITY REQUIRES URGENT LEGISLATION**

Crimes against psycho-physical security must qualify as crimes against humanity and have no statute of limitations. The law should provide for liability from the moment the crime is committed, regardless of whether it was committed before or after its adoption, and should have severe penalties for violation. In the former Soviet Union, the public should demand that their parliaments introduce the following legislation into the constitution and criminal legislation:

- Law "On Information, Intellectual, Genetic and Psychophysical Security of Man"
- Law "On Prohibiting the Development, Accumulation and Use of Psychotronic, Psychotropic and Other Modern Exotic Weapons, as well as Special Devices Capable of Remotely Influencing Human Psychophysical Activity and Purposely Destroying Human Health"
- Law "On declassification and prohibition of activities of state bodies, government agencies and secret services that violate human rights"

Before the laws come into force, it is necessary to take the following measures as a matter of urgency:

- Stop the remote influence on the population. The victims should be programmed and all information about them destroyed in electronic systems.
- Establish state and parliamentary commissions to investigate the psychotronic genocide.
- Create personal protection centers with special protection of the premises and special devices that register external influences on the person.
- Oblige law enforcement agencies to review citizens' allegations of external influences.
- Prohibit the use of mental hospitals for punitive purposes for citizens who complain about outside influences.
- Oblige medical workers to record traces of psycho-physical terror We should give patients their medical documents in their hands.
• Ensure the free departure of victims of psychotronic weapons from the country. Victims should be equated with political refugees.

Millions of our compatriots murdered on the account of the CPSU, VChK-KGB-FSB. Millions who went through Stalin's gulag and sovpsychushkas. Millions who were persecuted and persecuted. There is no need to give a moral, political and legal assessment of yet another brutal vandalism. Psychotronic genocide, which has grown into a psychotronic war against its own population, should be qualified as a crime against humanity.

* * *

NIKOLAI ANISIMOV

Natalia POLOVKO 2011
More than 30 years ago, man invented a technologically new weapon
- What kind? - you ask.
- The weapon of radiating type! That is what it is called in Article 6 of the Law on Weapons of the Russian Federation.
This weapon shoots by invisible modulated impulses. It can secretly influence on any physical objects (solid, liquid and gaseous). For example, TV, car, airplane, light bulb, lady's bag, plastic basin, cutlet, gasoline, water in the pot, air in the kitchen. These weapons also affect biological objects. For example, humans, animals, birds, fish, insects and plants. The modulated pulses are not seen, heard or felt by humans, so they are not aware of the external impact.

Weapons of the radiating type can kill a person instantly, or can kill slowly, developing severe disease. This weapon can deprive the victim of sleep or plunge him into radiosleep, erase autobiographical memory, embed voices in the brain, under the nose - the smell, on the tongue - a crumb, on the palm - the hair. If it doesn't carry over, it takes away! As a result, the paint on the picture disappears in the blink of an eye, the putty on the wall, the glue in the shoe. In other words, this weapon not only shoots. It teleports and annihilates matter!

Many call this weapon psychotronic (it is controlled by a computer). Among experts the more popular name is bioelectromagnetic weapon (bioelectromagnetic radiation - its striking factor), and among the people - torsion (torsional component - its highlight). Manufacturers reassure human rights defenders that this weapon is non-lethal. It causes temporary dysfunctions which disappear by themselves. For example, headache, high or low blood pressure, panic, fatigue, muscle cramps, sudden diarrhea.

Another name has been coined for the mass media - nanoweapons.
- What kind of weapon is that? - Journalists are jostling.
- It is a secret! - At the press-conferences, they answer meaningfully.
In a word, the one who wants, calls the secret weapon as he/she wants. The transmitter doesn't care. With the creation of the new weapon, its victims began to appear. First there, abroad, and then in our country. The covert use of radiant-type weapons against people often leads to monstrous forms.
Nikolai Ivanovich Anisimov is the chairman of the Moscow branch of the Human Rights Information Center. He is also a victim of remote psychophysical influence.

- Why? Who is he and where is he from? - You'll ask.

Let's start from the beginning. Nikolai Anisimov was born in Irkutsk (USSR) in 1945. After his birth, his parents moved to Novosibirsk. Anisimov's family was the most ordinary. Father (military engineer) and mother (employee of the research institute) brought up two sons. Anisimov lived like everyone else, that is, from paycheck to paycheck. At the end of the '60s, Nikolai Anisimov started his human rights activities. Of course, the security services wouldn't stand for it.

Anisimov was not jailed or exiled. In 1987 they applied a new destructive method to him - remote influence. Unspoken, of course. I personally was as quiet as the grass, but in 1984 I got into exactly the same meat grinder! Hence the conclusion: radiation-type weapons are intended for mass use! Think about it! You can keep silent here, but you can't hide from it. There is no hiding from it, not behind a wall, not underground, not under water, not in space. But let's return to our hero. In 1993, journalist Igor Tsarev wrote the book "Zombie Syndrome". In this book is the story of Nikolai Anisimov. Shall we look into it?

HUMAN REMOTE CONTROL

"...In 1970 in Novosibirsk I was summoned to the KGB several times. - says Nikolai Anisimov in his book "Zombie Syndrome". - I was not beaten, only threatened with a "happy" life. I did not immediately understand what it was. It all began with the fact that some hooligans suddenly began to pick on me on the street. Twice they beat me up so badly that I had to spend the rest of my life in hospital. And then it was just in time for the elections. Out of stubbornness I told the agitators that they were visiting me in vain, I wasn't going to vote.

A few days later a police sergeant accosted me on the street. He hit me and for no reason whatsoever took me to a drug treatment clinic. There I was already badly beaten up. I would have put up with it, but I sued the sergeant. It was a real nightmare. The phone rang incessantly in the apartment, threatening to incarcerate me in jail or a mental institution. Finally, the investigation was over and the case went to trial. The sergeant was charged with abuse of authority in conjunction with violence, but the case was dropped. I should have known what was going on, but I was already in over my head.

I decided to look for the truth in Moscow. How I got there is a special story. Before I left home a phone call rang. A malicious voice said that he could not vouch for my safety on the road. I was almost run over by a car at the train station and, by some miracle, I managed to get away. Some young men came up and kicked me several times in the legs. They warned me that if I drove, they would throw me off the train. I broke down and went home. A month passed and I decided to go after all. In Moscow, I wanted to go to a reception at the CPSU Central Committee, but I couldn't make it. I had the idea of going to the U.S. Embassy, but at the very gates I changed my mind.
The next day the KGB detained me.
- Why did you go to the embassy? Who did you know among the foreigners? - The questions poured out from all sides.
I was surprised that they knew literally everything about me. For example, they mentioned the "Declaration of Human Rights," which I handed out to students in Novosibirsk. They knew even such a trivial thing that I refused to go to vote. They warned me that if I spoke negatively about the Soviet government, they would make me a "guinea pig. They did not explain what that meant. I did not believe in the "rabbit".

As soon as I went out into the street, the hooligans immediately attacked me. I lost consciousness from the blow to the head. As a result, I ended up in the hospital with a concussion. Soon two police officers came to the room. They said they were investigating the attack and asked me to come to the police station after I was discharged. I went in. There was also a member of the state security service.
- What was that about? - I was surprised.
And that's what it's about! An ambulance and several burly paramedics were waiting for me outside the department. They grabbed me and took me to the asylum. That was how I got into the first circle of hell.

From the very first days I was given drugs that caused me suffocation and severe pain. My requests to inform my mother in Novosibirsk about my whereabouts were refused. They did not give me a diagnosis either.
- You are definitely crazy! Only crazy people go to complain to the CPSU Central Committee! - They laughed right in my face.
A few months later I was sent by train to Novosibirsk Psychiatric Hospital. There I was declared healthy and released. What a mess! However, the calls to the local KGB continued regularly. I was accused of propaganda against the Soviet power and threatened to be locked up in a mental hospital again.

After I was discharged from the psychiatric hospital I planned to get a job, which I had lost during my ordeal. In the morning I decided to go to the personnel department and started getting dressed. Suddenly the phone rang. I picked up the phone.
- Don't go anywhere! You shouldn't. Work is still not given! - Mockingly warned a strange voice. The call was frightening. I had not shared my plans for work with anyone.

I decided not to retreat and began to put on shoes. I saw that my shoes began to unravel at the seams. The new-fashioned kapron laces were torn. While I was messing with my shoes, there was a rumbling sound behind me. It was the overturning of chairs. The glass of water that had been in the middle of the table suddenly slid to the edge. Then it hovered in the air for a moment and fell to the floor. Ignoring the frantic things, I pulled out my shoes, but I couldn't put them on. My toes twisted as if they were cramped. It was impossible to straighten them. Every time I wanted to put my shoes on, my toes immediately clenched. As I approached the front door, an unknown force knocked me off my feet with a resilient kick. The door lock was suddenly jammed, and I couldn't get out of the apartment.
I got tired of fighting the damn thing and lay down on the bed. Something clicked in my head at once.
- Schizophrenic! Schizophrenic! Schizophrenic! - A nasty, squeaky voice came over me.
I was confronted not by some mystical force, but by a specific organization. I knew that I was being remotely influenced by devices. I did not know what they were, but their technical capabilities were astonishing. It was incomprehensible why so much effort and resources were spent on an ordinary man.

They did not spare time on me either. They worked on me around the clock. They wouldn't let me sleep. As soon as night approached, a whole concert began in my head. The brass band would endlessly play the funeral march and the International. Sometimes a police siren would play for a change. I tried plugging my ears and putting a pillow over my head, but nothing worked. The sounds came from right under my skull, as if a radio speaker had been built into it.

The effects of the treatment became visible after a few days. I lost so much weight that my clothes were hanging off me like a mop. My eyesight was severely impaired. My muscles cramped up every now and then. As soon as I tried to relax, my body would group itself into an unnatural posture. A cold sweat was followed by unbearable heat. Constant vomiting drove me to exhaustion. My hair and teeth began to fall out, ulcers appeared on my chest, and blood occasionally trickled thinly from my ears and nose. My skin peeled off and in some places came off in shreds.

Two voices, male and female, settled in my head. They commented on my every move and laughed:
- Remember once and for all! We have your every move in the palm of our hand. Our movie camera is your own eyes! Don't you dare do anything without our permission!
- Go right! Now go left! Sit down! Stand up!” they ordered.
If I disobeyed, my body would be in unbearable pain.

When I felt really bad and tried to call an ambulance, the phone would suddenly stop working. When I tried to leave the house, something constantly held me back. Sometimes my memory went blank and I couldn't find my clothes. Or I would suddenly vomit uncontrollably at the door.
- Schizik! Don't fuss, think about your future! You can always go to the asylum or the afterlife! - The invisible voices mocked me.

My life had turned into a living hell. I could no longer distinguish day from night.

The result? I ended up back in the asylum. Among the persons who transported me was a familiar sergeant. The policeman punched me in the face.
- Well, you dissident bastard! Didn't the authorities please you? - he grinned. - Now you'll go to the right place! They'll make a lunatic out of you in no time!

At the mental hospital they put me on haloperidol, sulfazine and other medications. My condition worsened even more, but the doctor never came to see me. After forty days I was discharged. I could hardly move and fell down almost at every step. An invisible hoop still bound my head. A weak electric current constantly processed my body.
- This was not the last of the asylums! You're going to die among the lunatics! Soon you won't be able to tell an elephant from a watermelon! - The voices in my head wouldn't stop.

I am sure that I am exposed to bioelectronic generator, which is at the disposal of special services.
But they will not break me. I never thought I would go into politics. Life forced me into it. I began to participate in the publication of the newspaper Secrets of the KGB, dedicated to the problems of psychoterror. I also gathered a group of people who, like me, are subjected to remote influence."

**EXPERT ADVICE**

As a result of examination of Nikolai Ivanovich Anisimov, no chronic progredient mental disease in the form of schizophrenia could be found. The examination did not reveal any signs indicating that he had allegedly suffered a previous mental disorder of higher nervous activity. He did not require compulsory medical registration and observation by a psychiatrist. The psychiatrist, the member of executive committee of the international independent research center on psychiatry Alexander Pashchenko, 28.06.1991 (from the book by I.Tsarev "Zombi syndrome").

**PSYCHOTRONIC GOLGOTHA**

Five years passed. Nikolai Anisimov began to write a book about psychotronic terror himself. He called it the Psychotron Calvary. With inconceivable difficulty this book was published in 1999. In the chapter "From the author" Nikolay Anisimov told about himself.

"...In 1987 the KGB system started to use psychotronic weapons against me according to the following programs: remote control of brain, control of emotions and work of internal organs, carrying out of special medical-biological, pharmacological and psychotronic experiments. - recalls Nikolay Anisimov in his book "Psychotron Calvary". - After my brief conversion to the West, I was temporarily left alone. I joined the first political opposition party, the Democratic Union, and became active in political and human rights activities.

In 1988 KGB assigned to me its agent A. Chuiko, who passed in KGB documents under a code name "Ethan". His task was to steal various documents from me and to discredit me among political parties and young scientists of Novosibirsk Akademgorodok in order to prevent disclosure of the psychotronic war in the USSR. Chuiko's revelations were published in the newspaper "Moskovsky Komsomolets" on September 26, 1993 in the article "Thousand Days of Zombies".

In 1989 the KGB system started using psychotronic weapons against me again. In 1990 I renounced my Soviet citizenship. On the second day after I submitted my documents to OVIR, the KGB together with the Ministry of Internal Affairs tried to fabricate a criminal case against me. I was accused of committing a nonexistent crime. In the same year, the KGB system desecrated the graves of my relatives. Then they deprived me of even a low-paying job, leaving me practically without means of subsistence and completely blocked my mail and phone.

During the years of terror, which were twelve years of human life, the KGB system committed twelve unpunished criminal offenses against me, many provocations, searches, and discrediting. By purposefully destroying my relative and comrades who knew a lot with psychotronic weapons, the Chekists passed their deaths off as natural, faking various internal diseases.

My mother was turned into a blind and deaf invalid, bedridden. My daughter gave birth to an unusual child with signs of mutation. As a consequence of prolonged treatment with psychotronic
weapons, I acquired more than 25 chronic diseases, running in an acute inflammatory form not amenable to any treatment. I was infected with several serious diseases, there were injections of psychotropic drugs instead of painkillers. As a result of prolonged irradiation of different parts of my brain I lost my vision significantly, there was a deformation of my frontal bone and atrophy of the cerebellar worm in the back of my head, my height in a very short time decreased by 7 cm, etc.

All artificially created changes in the body are produced by purposeful manipulation according to the scheme: positive - negative, negative - positive. Psychotronic processing is performed on a subtle genetic level. Molar teeth that fell out, periodically descending nails, first and second-degree radiation burns on my body, hair that began to fall out, changes in the pigmentation of eyes, changes in the structure of skeleton bones, muscles and organs located on my face testify to the fact that irreversible changes, inevitably leading to death, are taking place in my organism due to purposeful irradiation.

Somatic destruction is periodically combined with purposeful information torture on the principle of associative and neurolinguistic psychoprogramming known to specialists with the use of a supercomputer. All of the above facts are confirmed by special expertise, legal and medical documents, witnesses and material evidence.

In summer 1987 I came out with anti-psychotron poster on the central square of Novosibirsk. The poster said that the CPSU and the KGB were waging a secret undeclared bioenergetic war against their people. At the time, psychotronic weapons were called bioenergetic by experts. The punitive bodies were doing everything possible to remove me from the square. They managed to do it only by using psychotronic weapons against me.

KGB and Interior Ministry warned me that if I did it again they would put me in a psychiatric hospital or put me in jail. Ignoring the threats and the horrific psychotronic terror, I continued to take to the streets and distribute leaflets. Not even two weeks after the first action as dozens of people exposed to psychotron terror began to come to my house. On September 10, 1987 in Novosibirsk, the Committee for the Protection of the Population from Bioenergetic Terror was founded. This was the first human rights organization in the Soviet Union to expose the monstrous crime of the century.

Two months later, I was forcibly placed in a local mental institution. There the Mengeliers in white coats conducted criminal medical-biological and psychotronic experiments on me. I systematically sent personal and collective statements, human rights documents and factual material to practically all legal instances of the country. In 1990, according to postal documents they reached the President of the USSR M. Gorbachev. In 1991, in Novosibirsk, I personally handed over a large package of human rights documents, the press and my personal appeal to President Yeltsin. In all cases, presidents and officials got away with absurd replies or persistent silence.

In 1993, Boris L. Nazarov, president of the Information Center for Human Rights, invited me to Moscow to start an anti-psychotronic movement. In 1994 we established the Moscow branch of the Information Center for Human Rights. Its focus: protection of citizens against psychotronic terrorism. I was elected chairman.
In twelve years our organization held more than a hundred protest actions and informational meetings with the population. We published the magazine "Golgotha", the newspaper "Secrets of the KGB" and a special collection. More than two hundred appeals, statements, open letters and protests were sent to the highest officials of Russia. We established our branches in Novosibirsk, Tomsk, Pskov, Arkhangelsk, Ulyanovsk, Kursk, Yaroslavl, Ufa, Kazan, Tashkent, Kiev and the United States.

Using psychotronic weapons and their agents, the special services began to disintegrate and discredit our human rights movement. They turned a gathering place of victims into a testing ground for special technologies. A hunt was launched for persons who told about the use of psychotronic weapons against the population. Using the media, the population is duped into psychic magic, poltergeist, the coming of the Antichrist and extraterrestrials.

In 1997, psychotronic weapons killed Professor B. L. Nazarov. After that we were deprived of our offices and means to function. After the death of Professor B.L. Nazarov I was deprived of stable accommodation and minimum means of existence in Moscow. My mail and telephones were blocked, my articles and interviews on radio and television were banned.

I wrote an abridged version of the book "Psychotronic Golgotha" for more than two years, under the horrible psychophysical terror of KGB system. As a result I suffered considerable damage to my health. Two criminal offenses were committed against me, my relatives suffered. My typewriter was damaged more than twenty times and my computer was damaged once. Remote damage to dictaphones and photo equipment prevented qualified and quality interviews with specialists and scientists.

Distant damage to photographic equipment and photocopying equipment did not allow quality production of covers and illustrations. Passport theft made it difficult to enter the Russian State Duma and state institutions. Lack of money made it impossible to pay for printing services. The endless migrating through unfamiliar Moscow apartments, along an artificially created psychotronic corridor, complicated my life, took away time and frustrated the preparation of necessary materials. At present I am on the verge of annihilation."

DIVIDE AND CONQUER!

It should be mentioned that in 1994 another independent public organization opposing the psychotronic terror was created in Moscow in parallel: the Moscow Committee for Ecology of Housing. ICES and N.Anisimov had nothing to share, but they never found a common language. No wonder - the secret service never sleeps! There are no days off.

They do the same with our support group for victims of remote influence. Our little group has been on the Internet since 2005.

- Divide and conquer! - this ancient principle is universal.

We are being successfully divided and dominated. However, any decentralization has positive aspects. For example, it allows you to express your opinion and write your own articles. You are reading one of them now.
But let's return to Nikolai Anisimov.
- What happened to him next? - People are curious.
Nikolay Anisimov returned home to Novosibirsk. On January 18, 2005, Anisimov hung anti-
psychotron posters in the street. He was alone again! On the same day the article "Psychotron
weapons on Studencheskaya" appeared on the Internet at www.cn.ru. Shall we read it? I give this text in full.

**PSYCHOTRONIC WEAPONS AT THE STUDENT**

"Today an unusual action took place at the exit of the Novosibirsk metro station. Its organizer
claims that Russians are being zombified with psychotronic weapons by Kremlin officials who have
sold out to the Americans. The action took place in the afternoon. An elderly man of good looks
stood with a megaphone on a background of posters, clearly explaining why the population (i.e. you
and I) is dying out, and addressed to the small crowd of people gathered there. Mostly students.

The point he was trying to make to the people was simple enough: "The KGB (that's right!) is using
the secret designs of closed institutions to influence people. Naturally, no one asks people whether
they want it or not. Weapon of influence is a kind of "psychotronic weapons", the danger of which
was a refrain in the posters and speeches of the speaker.

Nikolai Anisimov, 60, chairman of the Moscow branch of the Information Center for Human
Rights, was a champion for "purity of mind. Having complained about the silence of the masses
reluctant to join him and voice their concerns over the megaphone, he took a break and got into a
conversation with some of the brave ones who were willing to approach. Everyone, of course,
worried what all the talk was about, how to defend themselves from such influences, and what
kind of weapon it was. The organizer explained that this way he is not too "pressed" - when he starts
talking about it in all the corners.

It is possible to defend oneself with the help of special screens. What is the principle of operation of
the psychotronic weapon and what it looks like - remained somewhat unclear (as in the case with
the screens). Nikolai Ivanovich described it as a symbiosis of a person and a computer that emits
certain types of electromagnetic waves. They, they say, make people jump out of windows, "vote
with their hearts" (or other internal organs), but not with their minds, and cause various illnesses.
Behind all this, says the chairman, are people we see on television almost every day. And those who
are unknown to the public at large.

According to the human rights activist, he has fully experienced the "hood" of the security services.
They first drew attention to him when he was working as a driver in a mental hospital and noticed
strange people who looked perfectly healthy. They were already talking about psychotronic weapons. He began to take interest in what was going on and found like-minded people. Anisimov fell into the hands of special services three times. It resulted in broken health, about 30 chronic diseases. Now passing, now reappearing. He confessed that several of his comrades-in-arms were already killed by induced influence of the same weapon. It looks like death from ordinary causes. Cancer or a heart attack.

Now Anisimov is waiting his turn, and even wonders why he hasn't been whacked. Maybe it's for the same reason that the authorities allowed this speech - they just haven't taken him seriously. Of course, you can laugh at all of this. To complete the picture here is a link to a recent article. Citing a reliable source such as The Washington Times, it cites former KGB officer and FSB consultant Yuri Malinin. It turns out that a special department to protect senior Russian officials from evil scientists and psychics really existed. Perhaps it still exists. Something to think about, eh?"

**WHY IS ANISIMOV ALONE?**

- Why was Nikolai Anisimov alone even in 2005? - I think. - Doesn't anyone else need it? However, in the psychotronic field even one is a warrior, if he is Nikolai Anisimov! Anisimov's fate is typical and unique at the same time. It is typical because remote influence on people is a problem for many people. What happened to Nikolai Anisimov continues to happen to new victims. Unique because Nikolai Anisimov created a new human rights movement in the USSR, the anti-psychotron movement. First alone, then together with his like-minded people, he started to openly oppose the weapons secretly used against civilians. It's you, me, him, her! The secret powerful System itself generates Anisimovs. Unfortunately, there are very few of them.

I also know about remote influence on people, but I don't talk about it on the street.
- Why not?
- Try it yourself!
Why not! Certainly, the active position of Nikolai Anisimov is a civil feat! On the other hand, people have the right not to know why they fall ill and die. The truth is too scary. At best, they simply will not believe you.

Now about the protective screens that N. Anisimov mentioned. I make these radio shields myself. This is radio-protective clothing. The means of individual protection against remote exposure are not sold anywhere, but you can make them yourself.
- Where do you get the radio shielding material?
- The principle here is simple: anything that reflects or absorbs sunlight and reduces its pressure also protects from remote exposure! Stack the material in several layers. A radio protective cap, vest and shorts protect the psycho-energetic center of the person. They bring the victim back to life. However, radio protective clothing is voluntary. Everyone decides for himself whether to wear it or not. And so we live. Freedom, damn it, freedom!